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A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

Opening of the session

1 The ninth session of the Conference of African Statisticians was held in
Lome, Togo, from 6 to 15 October 1975- The meeting was opened by His Excellency
Koudjolou Dogo, Minister of Planning, Tradey Industry and Transport of -Sogo. .1.
A message was read out on behalf of the Executive Secretary of J&e,Economic ,,-
Co_mmis.sion for Africa,: The opening .proceedings, .iwere iconducte.d.by Mr. G&orges,,5anogh

(Upper Volta), Chairman'of the eighth'session of :the Conference.

Attendance

2. The session was attended by representatives of the following member-states
of the Commission: Algeria, the Congo, Dahomey rGefcon, Ghana," Lesotho, Liberia,

Ni Sal Sierra
of the Commission: Algeria, the Cng, yr,
Malawi, Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco, the Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra

Leone, the Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, the United Republic of Cameroon, the"-
United Republic of Tanzania, the Upper'Volta,' Zaire and-Zambia; .The associate
member States of France and the United Kingdom were also-represented. . -. .

3. The following States Members of the United Nations were represented':by
observers: Germany, Federal Republic of,'Iran and the'United States of .■»•
America. A representative of the:.United Nations Statistical Office, .was. present.

The United Nations Development Programme was represented. An observer from
the United'Nations'Regional Institute for Population Studies was- presentt'v
The session was also attended by representatives of the following"specialised
agencies: International Labour Organisation (ILO), Food and Agriculture^,
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), United Nations Educational", Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), World Health Organization (WHO): and fthe f
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). The following
intergovernmental bodies were represented: Commission of the European ',. *':

Communities, East African Community (EAC), the African and Mauritian.Common
Organisation, (OCAM) and t-he .World Fertility Survey (WPS). = /'

4. Observers were also present from the Munich Centre for Advanced Training;

in Applied Statistics for Developing Countries, CESD of Paris, the Institut
Afrioain d'informatique, the Institut de-formation et de recherche demographiques

(IFOKD)i the Institut do formation statistique of. Yaounde, the Institute'-1

of Statistics and Applied.Ecoh'omibs'b'f the Makerere University of Kampala-
and the East African Statistical Training Centre in Dar-es-Salaara. . .. , t.

Election of officers . ■ . .. \ '..;''.

5. Mr. Kponton (Togo) was elected Chairman of the Conference, with Mr..;Abbej-
(Ghana) as Vice-Chairman and Mr. Monyake (Lesotho) as Rapporteur. Subsequently,
Mr. Mulenga of Zambia was appointed' acting'Vice-Chairman to replace Mr.V;Abbey-

during his unavoidable absence.
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B. AGMBA

The Conference adopted the following agenda: ' '...:.-..: .-.:.-_•

"■X* Opening -addresses . ■■"'.'•

2.- Election of the Chairman., Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur

3. 'tA'dopt'ion of the agenda-.. . " '. '' -

■^-•'''■Deliberations of-the .Economic Commission for Africa and the _' .

United Nations Statistical Commission . . ._ ■

(a) Matters arising from the twelfth session of the Economic

Commission for Africa (third meeting of the Conference of Ministers).

• -.'(■b):V:-Ma.tters arising, from the eighteenth session of the

-:■ '/-I, ..'United Nations Statistical Commission

5« .Progress .and problems of African statistics ■ ■'.■ . ■ : _ _ .

a.)r-'Current position and future action ...

b) Technical assistance
(c Statistical training

1 (d - 'Electronic data processing

(e ' Report on ECA statistical activities ; ■ :: ; ' '■

National accounts and financial' statistics - /-:.-..-

(a) ..Application of_, the. United Nations System of National Accounts " .

;b)r External transactions statistics
0.) National accounts studies . .•■■■■: -

■ f:; (d)- Government, finance statistics

T» General economic statistics - *

(a

■0)
(c
(d)

'External trade ' ■ ■

Industry _ ..--.. . -;

Agriculture .. ■ ' ■

International Standard Classification of all Goods and Services

8." Demographic and social" statistics

l/,i .-(a) ■ Population-, and housing censuses and, surveys
(b-V^" Household surveys programme .

(c). Special so,cial .statis.tics considerations -"

9» Programme of work and priorities

(a) Regional statistical publications

(b) Programme of work for the period 1976-1979

10.'' Other matters ■ .. .:

11. -.Adoption of. the-report of the ninth session.
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~- -■■''■■ ,';' C- ACCOUNT OF.PROCEEDINGS .. . . ' ■ -.:-

Death of-Mr. Serj Jet S- Heyer: (iCenya) - :■:■ . ■■■ :

7. "FBefore beginning- its-,.proceedings the Conference:observed-.a minute.1 s silence

in memory5 of'Mr. Sarjeet Heyer,-formerly Director of 1 the. Central- Bureau of. ■■ > '•■■■

Statistics/in Jteriya;, who had/' died.--in.-May., 1974-- a<t, the; age of 41 after.a. brief .--

- illnes's^"- Apart - from his very significant'i contribution to. the development-of

Kenyan-statistics he had served on, the-United Nations Statistical ..Commission.

and in .the ,FAO Statistical Advisory Committee, and had made a very constructive

contribution Jtd;> the'work of the'-Conference'- of Afrrcam'Statistlcians. Hisdeath

had be'en a severe'1 loss- to"''the- statistical fraternity of-.Africa; ■. ■ . ;■

■::\t.v;j.i''{.■.'*}" ''■"-- '■ ;- --■■ .-'■■ ■■■ -^ .'')-■• ■'■■-' '"-'"J > L,- .'Jr''>'-'■ ?.'i x-:.\'.\ ■'■ ■
Openang ^acl:dresrses- ■ ■ ■ '"" .-- . :''" : l"-- "- ■ ; - ---'-'■■•' T^':'."-; ;-^ .;'.' -: "--j •-■ ■-^-- .'.'- :.-.

8. His Excellency'Mrv Kbudj'olouoDogo..welcomed-the^ country; representatives,^ - ■,

observers' an'd agency- •re<pres'etn*"a/tive6 ^to thei..nin^hVsession of-_the,:.Conference.. .:■ ;. .■

He -observed "that1 the'-1 meeting" followed' I6iyears^of^co-operative ie.fforts.-to develop

adequate1. s!ta'fis"ti:cs for the -regi-oh 'ahd". that'/ ■d'espite'm'anyv difficulties., significant
progress^ had ■"been..rDade'in the-Vo'st-independenc'e-'period. - /. . ■ .

9. He stre'ssed''the'importance-iof*-further-■improvemen.t'. in: the-, set a tis.tics.'p.f: the ;.-. ■

region-'-as- a basis for* co-operative-action1 and-sra-iional-. decision-making .in ..the,-;;, <■

light of the current world economic situation'. ■^ :The general-, aims of .-rapid-...; -r._.. -■

industrialization supported by growth in agriculture and other sectors, expressed

in the African arid International. Development Strategies,-remained valid, but-;

addition'a'l-factors-had''to be -taken^intb iafccount:-. These include.d1- world monetary

and bala'nce-of-paymerits problems.iwhich1 ^had^be.en' in-.uev-i;dence ;for;"some years, the

downturn1 in the'world economy .which-'had'begunvia:t,;.the.,,.erid. of 197-3..and continued (I. ..

throughout-1974 and "the acceleration of inflation:,.- which ;was-.only -just .being

brought under control. The net result for African 'jco'tm-fcries had "been^a.n- ending,-, ;

of the commodity price boom in the,,,s'ec:6raL.-quarter of 1974 and more adverse

terms or" trade. - ;- ' '■;: -■ ■■ ' ■ ';'-:- ■ . • ■ "'- ■'-.'' ■ ' '- - *'■ :■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ '. '

l'Oili;i-Prbposal-S; for the -improvement -of lin-terha.tional economic -relations were

intended:'t6' ''Qn'suVe'better-marketfng-arjangements -for primary commodities, -leading

to.!a more*equi:table distribution-of "/inco.me'between .developing and; industrialize^

couhtrres^"- -"A -further ''contri-b'ut'ion was -the ^Lome- Cbnven^on. signed by African,. v. -

Caribbean and Pacific countries and the-European Economic Community,, which -deal-t.: ,,-
'■'-''Hith .'tirade co-operation, stabilization of export earnings for selected commodities

■ ^and'-co'untfies, 'lndus'tria]. co-dp'eratioh/and-financia:l and-technical co-operation-'*;
■■■■■'S-j'-'-*-" *>y- - -.'"iV l .:■.-■•. .-. , ■ - ■ - j\;''**. ■ ..-..:. i:1 ■- ;'■■ ■■ ■.- .. : ■ ■ :.,-.

11. Those developments .called for more emphasis"on'commodity production,.trade -.

-and price data, but it1 was ...also important to bear in" mind that Africa'was seeking

, to make^'progress'in an- unstable'"wbrid; situation, ■ A co-ordinated, .effort, on the

part of'African coun'tries was-fequired" to-eriab'le/the-region :to!.play /an '..effective
role in solving global" problems;;and to secure an::equitable position -.fox.-.itaelf;- .

12''^'-""bniy limiiied progress had-''^eeftyma/ae:.:in;";implementing--;the recommendations' . .

of 'the Conference 's/la.sli'' two 'seas-iorfsV -There'.was' .-now a^ more: urgent; need;.for'..; ;. ■

up-fo-da te''infbfmation;tp;.support '-trade ' and- commodity-negotiations :and to -assist"

in dealing with currency fluctuations and other economic problems. In the

longer term there was' -a.,need-for. statistics which would permit closer examination
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of the interrelated effects of iecoriomic'.'arid .social factors on development. In

that connexion it ?ras especially important to develop work'-'on':household surveys

as a follow-up to the current African Census Programme.- ;;;- '.:■ .■.,y-yr,-. "'y.-' '■;•.-_. ■ .....;_.

13.-"- Progress., 'could be; made- only.'-.wi'thin. the. practical^, constraints. facing-African ,

statistical services;" ■ I-t was- necessary-'.to strengthen- ;the position of those. --., v

serviceB:*'if-ithin7v-joyerninenta'lstructures'.;and>:to reduce the,, significant loss of. .. .

professional "staff"which' had recently: :been, apparent.;. Adequate training arrangements

were also-- very? ilmpprtant.' - .--*.;■...*■'• . ..■. ::- .-':...*>. ;i . . ■-■■ . ,--. _ -

14. -' Iri his- message./the;-.-ECA- Executive Secretary;thanked the Government o,f; ^pgo, •.. ,.

for its kindness, inactirig.as host r%o\ the meeting. He, then-drew-atten-tion to -,.

the two substantive" questions of improving basic statistical series and preparing _

provisional current:;:inf:.ormation. . :With regard to the former, he no.te.d that,- ^..,-v;. ■

progress -.wa's.-be.ing made and that.-corisiderable further improvements""wer*e pos'sibley^"

even though;-ccunt'ries: with: .-limited' r.eso.ur.ces .would.ih3y;e-.tp'b.e7 selective in the , ■

kinds of''da'ta.^produced. :■ In connexion;".vi-.thr the .la.tter,?: hey.pointed- out that .. . .,,:, .

commodity negotiations-,. trade -agreements- arid: the .day-.to-^ay. handling of ecpno.ra.ic :,

problems required .forecasts- for-.the-■'current1 year .j:usti-as,..in .i&e ;ca.&-e of. ,-the^,...,,... ..

industrialized countries. He: suggested :that the •.Conference- should, give..-careful. .';.'

consideration to statistics on external trade, balance of payments, industry,. ;:

agriculture;' prices and employment.;-yi\Ii\ .addition,7 natipn-al-.ac'countaywore. . ., ^

important -as a'-Tneans of .integratin'g';i.eoQnomi;c.;da.ta;.\and :proyiding/guide.l:.nps for _ . ,

the development of -sta£rstieal; systemeV: ■.:;... . . '.-. . ■.;-■•■ .-■ * ■-■■... .;■: ■-.. ; ,

15» Proposals would--be presented to -;he Conference., for.,the,.-dev^elppment ;ufv^;:.0,;? :

external- trade-"statistics-. -ITiat work.'Would beijca-rried .out ;in .cpn-ounction■ .with";'-- ~-.-.ir

the global System"-for1 disseminating .trade.:data ,: and .the .main--requirementv.was'. ,;

that countries should, aim a-t1 producing-their-annual^.trade, .f.i-giares not; ..la.ter.;, .■,,., .

than 6.months af.ter-;the'endof each ,/ear.-. In addrtion, current-year Vestima-tes. ■

should'-be- made"' before^ the '^erid-of .each year. ' ■ .: . . ■ . ...;,.i -,c ■; : - . -.. ■

16. Enumerating reasons for the poor quality of African balance-of-.payments

statistics, the'Executive Secretary suggested that improvements would not be

difficult :to make on -the' basis' Of^available information.. ,i«In othe ^f-ield .of industry^

he'proposed" that, in-addition to :a - oontinuation of .^the annual and jbenchmaric.- .■ .

inquiries,-"special attention■■should-be given.to :the:;mor^..frequent collection - . .

of production-statis.tics,;'which'.would also serve .as "a:;-basi:s for establishing . .

satisfia'ctory indices.- '.. " -.- r.-:-.-.-.,' '.-'. .••.:.. '.; .-■.= • ' ., -■;. ^;-::\v-. ' ■ . '..',.!•■

17 .■■■*• Foragri-culture-.there:.was.ra::need.Jlot only .for ..benQhmar^.-.and current inquiries

but also for careful attention to be given to the data available from marketing

organizations "and -to trade statistics?. ■:■.;■■■ - ■■;.■■ . .--fji;- • .■ .-:■■ '■,'.• v ■::.; k . '

18. He emphasized price .data. as. a .matter.:Qf grqw,ing.:concern. They would be . ,

neededatleast'at the producer,- expo.rt-,and world,market levels, in assessing

Africa !:s:position .-.in selling i.t^s-.pro.ductst.- ; ., ..W.-. . --.^ ... - ;.

19, The Executive Secretary stressed;the co-operation between individual, countries

and ECA. in producing* national ao^counts estimates. .-,;:ECA needed [comprehensive data,

to-evaluate regional progress,/and .had for some-years ,been-compiling advance.. .., .
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estimates, national co-operation in that process was improving and should be

further developed. It had tiie additional advantage of helping individual

countries-to .evaluate .their positions in the regional and world ;economicscene.

20. On a.longer,term basis he ^referred, to the interrelationships between

economic ^and social factors in the ^development .process. There was indeed an

urgent need to develop continuing.household, s.urveys. as a follow-up to the .

African Census Programme.

Delibera-ti-ons,of the Economic Commission for. Africa, and the United Nations ■

Statistical Commission ■ . - - .■,

21. The Conference had before it a document (E/Cfrl .I4/CAS.9/6) which dealt:, with

matters relevant ,,-tp- statistics discussed 'by,,the .twelfth .session -of ECA (.third

meeting of._rthe r.Conf erence of Ministers) a,t Nairobi in February,, 1975. . The 'document ;

also covered-.an-examination, of. tho, statistical programme made by, the .ECA Technical

Committee of, 'Experts -immediately before.,the session of .,the Commission. . It. was . .

noted that a mpre^detailed report-;on GECA, statistical activities was, given in
document E/CN.I4/CAS.9/9 .and on the African .Census Programme -in, E/CN.14/CAS,.9/11.

32;v>:uA,t -the. meeting of .the Technical Committee, .attention had been,drawn to the

need fjOr^better integration in the sepre.tariat'.s. programme of^statistical studies,. -

particularly in relation to the da,ts .bank operations under development.. Some .
members of the Committee had also expressed the hope that the supply of ECA

statistical publications could be improved. ..... ..

23. The Conference- of^ Ministers had, considered, the African mid-term-review and

appraisal of progress, in, the Second Uni.ted;,Nations Development Decade'..' The

national accounts estimates used in $ha% report'had been .criticized by a. number .

of countries;,..,and it. had been felt "cthat" there., should, be. better- co-operation ""'[ ■ '
between(jGpvernments .and the. secretarial; .in- preparing such data., ^.further major
consideration had been proposals in respec,t.-of thenew international, e.conomic

order, which had been further examined by the General Assembly at its seventh

special session in September 1975* ... ■ .....

24- It was accepted by the Conference tha^t the..principal implication in terms of

statistics of the efforts to establish a more'equitable Vbrld economy was"the

need for more emphasis, on .commodity production,, trade and price data. .Improvements

in na-tiqnal a.ccounts,. .balance-of-payments-.and o-ther statistics were also .required.

25. The approved statistics programme. for the period; 1976-1.979 .also, appeared. inLi
document E/CN..14/CAS,.9/6, -incorporating changes inserted since the eighth session :'
of the Conference.. Tha programme was to be reviewed-in detail under the appropriate

agenda item,.and the .Conference was requested to make proposals for- its extension.'
up to the two-year period I98O-I9.8I. . ' ., *

26^ The. resolution .on., statistics proposed by the eighth session of. the. Conference,
had "been adopted^ by .the Conference, of Ministers,. With the. addition of some items .*;"<■*
suggested byJ,the. Conference of African Planners-and the deletion of items relating-v
to the status of - statisticians and their conditions .of service. , . - . *...'._'

27. A paper (E/CNt14/CAS.9/J-2). summarizing thos.e portions-of the report;-of the ■
eighteenth .session of the-United Nations Statistical Commission _qf ^arti.cular

interest .to--the Conference was. introduced by a representative of the United Nations
Statistical Office. * '.'..'''"'''''
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28. The report>:6'f :the Commission1 s-'meeting-in Geneva in 0"ctober 1974 had'been-

submitted'to ;ih'e Economic and Social-Council'and approved at';its f ifty^eighiih' ;" '

session, along with two draft resolutions which had been proposed by the

Commission. The'resolutions'dealt'with the inauguration of- the 198O' World
Population arid'Housi'ng-*Cehsus-Progfamme and-the-adoption of the second revision-

of the Standard^Inter'na'tionaV Trade .Classification (SITC).

29. The Conference was pleased to note that many of the topics discussed >y the

0ommission;-w4re_.matters d'f-J"continuing 'relevance to.rs.tatistical deyelopmen't.-.in._the. .

African region. Indeed, it recognized that most would be dealt.with in .grea-tef.- 'Jl-

detail by the Conference under later items of the agenda.

30. As:p'aft of ■ a 'general"discussion, • the.'Conference considered ho'w best to ■■ r'j

implement the recommendations1 adopfed;'in ihe Commission 'at its -18 th ■ session'. *■■■ '

Th'e -possibility of re la ting each' recommendation to a specific executing'a ge'ricy " ;

within-the Uni'ted:Na'tions system-wars examined "with a-:view-t6-facilitating^ ■ ■ 1-

speedier'impl-ementation-.' - -At'tentiori was drawn'-to the continuing problem ' ■ ■'

experiehceAd by marny national Statistical agencies of-securing, adequate budgets""1 ~

in the face of strong competition with other pressing national priorities. The

Conference' shared the' concern-of-th'e Commission-on this problem, arid hoped adequa**-

in-terriafibrial- assistance could"be made available for the ;coh"tinued; improvement'-, u '

of national st"atisti:ca'l services -within "the- fe'gio-V. . -■ .- ■->;-■. .

31. A further important observation was made oh the need to ensure effective- ■■

representation of the needs of the African region on the Statistical Commission.

The possibility of making representatives of'the-region'at the Statisticar

Commission report" to-a" regional body such as the Conference of African •' ' ■

Statistician's was examined'. ' The-Conference noted'-that ^countries serving on the -

Commission were . electe"d b'y''the Economic''and Social Council for'fixed"'terms. '■ A_i ;

the time of -ttie 'eighteerith/session,: 5 of the '24: member's"- had represented African " ;'
countries: "" Gabon', Ghana, -Kenya,- Sierra- Leone and-Tunisia'. '- ■ . • ■ ■

Progress and problems of African statistics "' ' : ■ ■ .■■-..-. :.

(a)- Current" position -and- future' action' '; ' *'*"''. .

32. Two documents,'a-'report on quantitative support for'economic and social- •

development policies' and programmes in Africa "(E/CN .14/CAS-.9/4)1 and a report on -
the 1974 regional survey of statistical organization (E/CN.I4/CAS.9/14), were
introduced.'" The dbcum'en'ts dealt-"-with two surveys "of 'African;.statistical \ ' •

organizations '-carried out' in -19"68 and- 1974 • In the review of ^statisticaly' ;

development in the A'frica'ri- region,Vi consideration had'beeV-give'n to-"type's of
statistical organization "(e*g- "centralized or decentralized1),' their location,

legal arrangements, budget; size and salaries of staff.' • ' ■

33.- In his introductory "statement, a representative of - theVsecretariat'indicated

the :data requirements of "African; countries--and .stressed that rthe primary"

responsibility of a national statistical' office "was to provide a domestic data; "

service for the planning of economic-and :s'bcial-development, ;for administra'tioh

and current budgeting, and for use by the private sector. However, those

national obligations did. not'preclude' the ne'ed: to "supply the- international'" : . ,■ /

communi-ty-rwith much-needed data.- 'The -current, availability of" African statistics'.; ■

was not satisfactory. Publication o:f statistics lagged'considerably behind the1 ■

year to which the data referred. " ' "
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34., There appeared to be several reasons for that unsatisfactory position;,

and finance was a major contributory factor. The principal deficiency in

African statist: ^s concerned the. household sector, but improvements were also

required in external trader statistics' and demographic statistics, especially

those'derived from civil registration. Th!e quality, of industrial'statistics

also left much to be desired. ' " . ■ """' ' .""./ ' /' .. '.,

35,... It, was suggested that one of the ways of assessing the importance of

statistics in the' overfall context of government operations was to set up a

standing inter-agency committee comprising senior officials under the chairman

ship of an influential senior minister. -" "■■ ' ■ ■" ■' "■■■*■-■ -

36- In the discussion" which followed/ many; representatives' disputed ihat an • ■ ■

inter-agWncy committee'of the: type-Suggested' would-help to 'remedy the;;;present

unsatisfactory status, of statistical' offices in Africa and* it" was' pointed out

that in .s'o'm'e' countries 'such "committbe's when tried,: had: proved'irteffective-.^";

Some representatives preferred 'c'o'-bp'erative1 arrangements ambttjg' -senior■•civH' '■■■'

servants from related departments, while others thought' that- 'thV-committee

a.pproach in whatever form, was no answer to the problem of ensuring recognition

by' governments of the "importanc'e.'-of statistics"; '■ Possible ways: of- dealing with ■

the problem included; the granting'of greater autonomy; to central' statistical ■
office's making' tbevi independent o'f6: a'ilA'ministr'ies;' the e'stablishme'ht of 'close-
linkjs' w\th the'central' planning'unit 'and', other'-.goverrimerit1 departments and 'a-' ;

real, effort.by statipticiah's. to make-themselves indispensable through showing ■■--■

results'./ .'.' .._ / ... \ .r "' V ■.. ..■•■'/ / /. ...../,.

37, The financial'constraints ofr the'development of statistics in the'r'egioh

w.ere also considered^ The meeting took note of the effects of current United .

Nations Development'. Frb'gramme (JJNDP) policies concerning technical assistance- ■■ '

for' statistical deyelbprnent, "The'"Conference, hoted^w'ith/con'cern- that: ■ (i) under
couritry-programniirig, statistical'projects were: not given their rightful place' _

"by Governmentsj vii) certain non-statistical country projects which'none - tbo'-

less.re.quirad sta.tis.ticai information for proper evaluation were approved^ .

without, th'e availability of. such statistical' infp?ma"tion' being assiired. ' A

ni.yn'her. b'f. pppsible ways'of, dyercomihg tlie situation were d'i'srjuesed./'One

posa'ible .XELterim solution su^ges'ted:" was'/for U^DP' to make a/ "block allocation
earmarked for statistical development' in" African countries.; "Another'-.solution

could be the setting up of a "Statistical Development Fund"1 "fo;r: the region' i '

which could be used to finance statistical projects-. It was finally noted that

the African/Census Programme" wa^/successful in mobilizitig additional resources'*

for statistical/developmen't/ahd' it/was', hoped" that the' proposed Afri-cari * '

Household Sury.eje.Progfamme^ wqui.d./be' equally successful. It wt'3 strongly'
recommended' that "those proposal's .shpui'd/be given1; active consideration by the '■■

appropriate" agencies/'of. the United Nations system, especially. UNDP. ■ -

38. On the subject of lack of timeliness in official statistical publications,

it was pointed out that financial and'manpower/constraints we're mainly responsible
for the delays. However, in a number of countries, statistical da'ta were-

available in official files long before they'were published. Ih cert;-;in:'cases,;

especially in the field of national accounts," many'of the; "delays were partly - '■'
attributable to the experts who were assigned to countries'who had in"the'past

tended tc revise the estimates of their predecessors and had sometimes either

been unable to provide current estimates or had taken an unduly long time

to Provide thorn.
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39- '.."Stress was'laiti on,the need; for statistical services to "be in the. hands
of competent-national personnel; working- within, an*, appropriate institutional',' ;

framework. That point was accepted^ by. the Conference as an important .prerequisite

for the efficient and effective operation of national statistical services".

40. Finally, a number of.'corrections were proposed to document E/CN.14/CAS.9/4>

(b) Technical assistance ""'."' .

41. ,.,The Conference based it.s discussion.-on document E/CN.14/CAS.9/2O) which .

proy.ided...quantitative information on the extent and nature of multilateral .

technical assistance-in the field of statistics,. In, Africa .during recent .-years., .

as well,as-a discussion of the impact of present UNDP-and UNFPA funding '.''■' .-

policies, on statistical .development, in. the region and some indication of

prospects; for the r.future.; , .. ■ ; . _ . . .<.'."'

42;, 'The^ Conference was informed of. the total.amount, of funds provided annually

by UNDPj-UNFPA (and-other-funds-inTtrust) and ECA for, technical"'assistance in

the^.field of- statistics.-. UNFPA had not only provided support to, a.' large number

of African .countries, but had also, contributed substantially, to. local co^ts,

hitherto not generally, eligible "for. assistance. However.,, there were notr. definite

indications that UNFPA was"considering a reduction in' the level of support for
basic data collection in Africa. The Conference's attention was dravn to the

policy, statement made by.UNFPA contained in annex I.of the background document.

43-■ The Conferenc.e was .also, informed that technical assistance in the field of

t statis.tics provided .annually.byUNDP had remained essentially unchanged since

i97.1.r while' "the., smail. ainoun^ of assistance' .'financed from ECA regular programme
funds .]aad declined' even fur'ther. ;' .'1- ;'' . ' ' ' •" " ' " , '.

44. After' introducing, the .i.tjsm,/ the representative of the secretariat requested
the Conference.to provide,guidance, on two broad issues: (a) over-all needs for

technical, assistance in the fifeld of statisti.cs, and (b) problem's encountered

in utilising technical assistance as well as examples of aspects of the process

that should remain unchanged!,. ' : '; ' ■'...

45.. ...-The Conference considered, that, the background document correctly reflected

current trends in technical assistance for 'statistics. It was recalled that '.

at its eighth session'the Conference had a'lready expressed.its'.misgivings about.'

the impact of the. UNDP country, programming procedure on statistical projects.1

At tiiat time it had been'pointed put that Jone consequence of the situation

was that a severe imbalance had been created between support'for demographic
statistics..on. the one hand and support for other types.of statistics - particularly

■ economic 's.'ta.tist^GS - on the other-. The Conference noted, that;'the Statistical

Commission, "which;-had. discussed the matter at its eigh'teentii' session, had

similarly: deplored the.ladc.; of'resources for economic st^rstics. and suggested
that UNFPA should consider extending the scope" of its^asVistance to include tn'e

more important areas of social "s.tatistips. ■ ..
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46. The Conference once again oppressed its deep concern at the inadeq.uacy..ofj .
technical assistance funds allocated to support urgently required improvements
in-the: field- of statistics.. It-npted. that..the. Conference had already indicated
several-different ways in which mu.ch^ne.eded support, from UNDP could he mobilized-

fori'importaht-statistical projects .at the, country1 level 1/. ." "'.

47- The Conference was. disturbed; about possible'reductions in the level of
support UNFPA- expected to provide for basic data, collection projects in "Afri

It wished :to make.absolutely., clear, that,., when warning abo.ut. imbalance in
support for different types of statistics, it was not proposing ;'that yNFPA'-
should reduce its support for statistical projects/' Indeed, the" Conference
expressed'appreciation to UNFPA for^lts. veryr valuable support for .population p .

census' arid- related- projectsj.....which, were producing substantia.1 "improvements in "

the>st'a.tis^i-cal information-available; for many African countries'.^ u The ; _ - ;

Conference urged UNFPA to continue such support, as/well as epcp^nd^ it t'o coyer '

the collection of related types of social and economic statistics. "

48. ■ The -Conference- also., took'note of. ,the.^Interim Policy 'Guidelines ;dn 3up;p0rt" ■
for;vtfce..l980 -Round -of. Population .Censuses "issued hy UNFPA, ^wh^^w^re^anhip^'e^:
t'o^the-.-ba:ckground,.document.- Xt. .considered tha-t,^..in view of var|'ed'country ';

needs; ahd: circumstances., -such rigid, and inflexible guidelines were; nb;t .; ■ ; ■■
appropriate, and felt that they' should be reconsidered. It" also" pointed out

tha't-vcoiuntries now participating, in .the.African ^Census Programme must be

assured-.tthat funds required for operations presently under-way would ;be releas'ed

when needed..j1. . - ■ . . • ." . ■ ■ ■--■■.,-"-.,., ...'.■

49.-. jln .response to. a request from ' the, secretariat, "many participants ■ provided-■'• •
examples of problems in the delivery'of techriicai. assistance that-Jieeded' \'i^'y^/'
correction, as well as suggestions as to how some of the problems Jcould be *'-1:': p

avoided in the future. .■ ...>.-..

50. The Conference devoted considerable attention to problems associated with

the recruitment, qualifications and'work.cf international experts. ■Although -:

it was recognized that the final decision to accept'or reject an expert' '--'-" ''
nominated by the United Nations.rested with the country, it was pointed out

tha^t :a .country requesting an'expert'frequently did not" have sufficient information
-abo^ut^the persons nominated ,to ma'ke, a sound assessment'of their technical1- - ■■-• '■
qualifications.'" The curricula vitae provided were often inadequate. Accordingly,

the Conference, urged that .candidates1 qualifications should be screened more-^

carefully than at present before being submitted to the country. . ■■ : ■ ■

51. The possibility that agencies might attempt.to "impose" experts on

countries, which already had sufficient local expertise'was mentioned particularly

■ in;view pfxthe.relatively high cost of the expert com'pbnent'in project-budgets.-'

It.'.was agreed-.that such a practice should be condemned. .. . ,.../' ' \.[]', '"'Z:

52.- Problems, per.taining. to the on-the-job performance of experts';included:1 '-j'"
(a) the difficul-ties-of experts.from outside the reglon'in^adapting/th'ems^elv^
to conditions within the region; .(b) the failure of some .expeHs" to;; give ^ .;'* ':;
sufficient, attention to training; counterparts; and (c) thp .disruption;in;orderly
statistical development caused by a succession of _ experts 'empioyingf'non-compatible
methodologies. The last problem occurred r.elativelyfr'equentiyjin' thefarea of -'
national accounts, and pointed to the need for experts'to. "employ a singi;^set■'■'-

of agreed-on concepts and classifications. """ ""' ":i

1/ See paragraph 37
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53. :.I;t was noted that'better screening of Candidates,- and the giving of preference-

to those from 'within the. region',' could, reduce the. problems po-sed" -by some experts'
inability to adapt to African conditions. The Conference considered" that bo.th.

the agency providing an expert and.the statistical agency utilizing his services

had: a .responsibility with.respect to the. training of counterparts.- It was.,

essen'tial for",experts to be''carefully .briefed 'that such training activities.were,
an important'.p^art of their: duties. At the same' time, .it was recognized .that

the country" had *to provide suitable counterparts' to receive training.

54. .±t-was noted that countries could contribute'to the "usefulness of an, expert

in other ways.-"principally, by providing clear directions'.to. him concerning -:.

what";was expected Trom him, but also by ensuring that any necessary supporting,

services were' available when needed. ■ ■ . ■ ■ .- . ,

55. Finally, it was observed that experts were only human beings, and were ..

certainly not, onimiscient; ' Some performed very useful work, while others were . .

of no help whatsoever. They could, even' at their' best,, provide :only 'ah interim ,

and imperfect solution to country needs."for statistical'., expertise." -This implied

a definite need to place emphasis' on the. training of African, statisticians" 2/.y .

56. Somecomments were' also made "about project-documents. It was pointed-out. -

that they were sometimes not very clear and that there was a need for countries.,

to study them carefully to protect themselves, particularly as to financial' .

obligations. - More generally^ i-t was-noted that it was important to draw up ...
project documents carefully-to- ensure, .that :'the different phases, of -a statistical

project were .properly synchronized. - .. ■ .

(c) Statistical training

57. This item was-introduced by a representative'of the United Nations...-. ■.,.. ',

Development Programme and a "member of the ECA secretariat. _-.,; ,....- ■ . . ■

,58. The UNt)P"(represeritative said that his organization attached considerable - .

importance' to the development of statistics, arid-the development-of statistical

• services in'Africa.- UNDP was pleased to'havebeen-associated, with the.development

of a great number'of government.statistical offices:1' it-had provided.funds for

technical assistance for statistical. training in Africa^, and. was willing to.

continue such support.

■■59; While' considerable progress was being achieved "in statistical training, .

there remained some inadequacies, especially regarding the balance between

professional and middle-level training and-the curricula of-the training centres.

UNDP was therefore of the opinion that a comprehensive review of the operational
effectiveness -and' relevance ,of the training programmes would be very, useful for
all concerned -iri ■"formulating future training programmes. He then'presented a. ,
UNDP proposal for/a review to be conducted by a-working group to be paganized.,
by ECA with the close' cooperation of the United'Na tions Statistical Office......

.Future training programmes would be formulated in the light of the findings of -.-
the review and the recommendations made by the working group. U1TDP would, be
interested'to learn the views and receive the guidance of the Conference on- the.

proposed review exercise.

2/ See paragraphs 57-79
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60. A representative of the secretariat then introduced a report on the

statistical training programme in Africa (E/CN.14/CAS.9/I9 and Add.l). He drew

a ttehtiori;1 to the insufficient number of-statisticians in' several national

statistical services,'taking into account thV gaps which s'^ill"existed ih'the ~

availability, of'the data required for -economic and social planning in the

region/"- The situation was due'in pai-ticula'r to the loss of s^aff to other;. ' •

Government'services and to private agencies. -•

61. , Another ,problem was that the training programmes were at times too academic

Thai;,' was the case both for statistical ^course's given in universities: arid for"

training in specialized centres. ■ . .. ' °''

62. In, conclusion, the secretariat representative stressed the need to continue

efforts to train African statisticians, and at the same time to reduce as' far as

possible the loss of statistical personnel'. It would be also' useful to revise

curricula, so as to make them more practical, taking into account. African _

circumstances. . .

63. .;ECA "would be pleased to organize the working group suggested" by UN3)P in

co-operation .with all interested parties. He proposed the ■folTowing_>t'e"rms of

reference for the working: gfoup: . . ...

(i) To evaluate progress and .problems of African statistical .training ' .; .

- . since 196I ;and the. current, staffing situation' of _sta;tisti,car ;services

•> .in the region. Br'oa.d ^conclusions should be' reached regarding .th:e

probable magnitude of future training requirements? "'

(ii)- To .review proeent regional and, as far as possible, national "statistical

. training'facilities wi-th, respect to:"opera,tional] effectiveness and the'

relevance of their training programmes to the development' of national

statistical services. Working proposals should ~Cs mad'e'"bo'th'for thV

improvement of existing projects and more generally on .the nature and

, ,, , content of • training programmes, which will most effectively meet the ..

- ,. . needs of Africa*, ■ ■_ ... . . ,

(iii) To propose means by which statistical training activities within

-.: - .; and outside the region can be effectively co-ordinated. . c , _

64- - The discussion that followed was very animated. Great concern was expressed1 '

by nearly; aJLl- delegations on. the need to expand and consolidate training, ■ ,.

programmes in statistics. The Conference supported the sugges.tioh that a .workin'g,

group should be organized and recommended that it should be convened as soon as

possible. It was suggested that the terms of reference should also include, the -.

following ,items: , . .- ......

(iv) To examine statistician training, policy, with special reference -to.,,,, •

the provision of courses relevant to the needs of national statistical

..*- offices .and .problems in the training of counterparts by. experta-associated

with country projects; . ....

(v) To study the cost and financing of training (a long-term programme

should be established for the training of professional statisticians

in order to ensure continuity).
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65. The working.'.group, should comprise: (i) Representatives' of African countries'
(there should fee "a balance bjetwoen Eiigliili-.speak.ing and French-speaking countries.'

The representatives should be~ qualified, persons, though hot''necessarily s;'iati's'ti-\

cians); (-ii) The'persons, in .charge of the'various .training centres for African,

statisticians; (iii) Representatives of international; "arid'hi'Iate'ral. afeencieV"

interested in statistics training and (*iv) Representatives of■financing agencies.

66* ' The sConference emphasised tliat the consultant's) designated to prepare documents

for the working't'roup'should be'lntimat'ery familiar vKth the'problems of statisticians

training in Africa, and should be African nationals, if possible.

67 .V:'Tlie"'/representatives of\ the .various training centre's then outlined their ^train
ing programmes and explained their'particul'ar problems;. '

68. For the Tns'titute' of Statistics arid Applied Economics in Makerere, it was noted

with concern that the first phase of the project financed by UNDP would be'completed

by June 1976. Pending the implementation of the second phase, the Ugandan Government

would .be willing rto assume" the; experis'^s of the/Institute for one 3-3ar oh itV IPF .'on

the understanding that" training of' non-Ugandan nationals would, come from tfte\:IPF. 'of

the nominating countries. Anxiety was expressed as to the continuity 'of' UNDP:"- ": ':

financial support, after. 19J6, as that had serious implications for the regional

service provided by. the" Kampala; and similar institutes. 'Ti was.noted that similar

institutes' inL other region's had had' much longer'life spans arid the Conference

wonderod why"this''could'hot be'made" pdssibl.e'for "training institutes in'Africa.

69. CSSD had. accepted a proposal that its second division s&ould be transferred to

Kigali, 'Rwanda'; for the "training of'in^enieurs. des' travau* 'siia'tvstiq-Hes.- The-OCAM

representative indicated that ■arrangements'were being made so that the school could

be opened in October 1976".. ' ' * ";" ' \ '

70." With'regard' to-the' transfer, "cOncerii Wcis-'expressad' that conditions for the full

development of student's rh their training milieu-might-be unsuitable. It vteb also

suggested that the Munich Centre should give its training 'programme a more practical

orientation.

71. The Conference was 'informed-/that"."the Munich'Centre'planned to organize from

1977 onwards short courses of three to four weeks for directors of African statisti

cal' services:'and: their deputies'," -THerfifst'course, which would take place at the

beginning of'^977,"' vrould deal 'with- statistical organization..-' The Conference' was

requested'to =give'guidelines for the themes"of thece future sessions. • -■' '

72. 'The Regional insfitu-te for population studies (RIPS-) at Accra was trebling its
student intake from 1973 with 42 students bein£, expected to take up residence and ,
its courses had.been realign?*! better to meet the needs of the African countries

through the-ihtroduction-'bf field.work in the training. .

73.- The Ins'ti-tute'- of Demographic Training and Research in Yaoundo (IFORD) was
introducing training1 for middle-level demographers. ■
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74. ;The'Conference'was informed that the International Labour-Office, gaye first _

priority to training under its technical assistance programme to: -., , ,--■ .-

ta);l1;Cqurs"es :oh labour statisti cs. in^'Vari pus ■statistical, training institutes;

(b.):- ■Inltia1ti:on courses on labour statistics at, the African Regional Centre

for Labour Administration in Yaounde",' which trained labour 'controllers and

, , . supervisors 5 .

(c) '- National- seminars on concepts of, labour statistics. .; .^

75. UNESCO, on the other Iiand, assumed responsibility in the field of'education
in general, and was very much interested in statistics on education and■ cul'ture,
more especially as efforts were being made-to''develop-an integrated ■sysrtem-of ^ :-:.}
demogr;aphtc;-and-social-statistics^-UNESCO wished to ..take part in the working group

which would consider statistical training needs in Africa...

76. Finally; ^'representative of the Commission-of-the 2uropean.,Communitie;s noted

that the Lome Convention between the"European Economic Community -and-the ACP
(AfricanjJ:Caribb;ean: and Pacific) countries would probably come into effect towards

the en<l of ^1^6

77V- ■F,pll.owing.iitsdiscus3ion on training., the Conference, recommended that the

consultant s) responsible'for the studies to be submitted to the working- group on

African statistician training needs should have (a) Substantial experience of
AfricaA;statistical'problems j enabling them to establish abalance..between .expressed

and futuri nee(ls"land; the means to meet them'-,' and (b) A .solid teaching knowledge
and ideas on various 'levels, of' training in relation to university/and- similar

training.

78. The Conference urged that the number of countries representing the region in

the working group should be fixed at 12, and proposed the following-list:

■I)" Mr-.' J-S- AbVey (Ghana) ■•-.-., . . ^ (...'.'

.2)'-.]'Mr!« Koko .Kouakou (ivory Coast) ■ ■*■■■■ ■ :~s- -,-y:-

-3) -Mr. A.KvMonyake (Lesotho) ' " ' ; -1'

4) Mr. Tadili Fariss (Morocco) ;-.' . : . .: ■ ■ ';■■-. •;. •

5) Mr. Adewole (Nigeria) --.....-.v..

..:-.6) .Mr,. L. Di'op (Senegal) ' . :' ■■ :■•

7)- Mr-.:.O.A./Sl Tay.(Sudan) . ' . '. V .,_^.,"^''

■ 8). Mr'.'T.A. _Kponton (Togo) ■ , ' • ■ .;..■;■,■<•=:;■.,■;-.,

- -'-■■■■ 9)"1. Mr-'/'Mi Mukasa-(Uganda) ■ . ■•■-■-■■■ ,-

.- -10-)" :Mr.V'Mou6yebe Ndedi '(United. Republic of Cameroon} . ,. ;:

"''"■ ll)- Mr. G. Sanogoh (Upper'VoLta) . • "'"..\";-:x.'.':"

\l-2V- .Mr. .M.S.C.'Mulenga (Zambia) • ■ ■■ . ,;. .•-■ .,rj-:.---~

representation should be ensured between the English^spfeaking--
countries in view of the different teaching methods they used.
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79- The''Conference aiso^ recoimueride-d that .the,.-Pollowing .tasks should be entrusted . ..

to the working group: -..■■■ . ■ : -. . • . ■ . ■_.-• ; ■

::ff)''To determine a philosophy .of African statistician training, which should
.. :,-. aim essentially at meeting the needs which have already been expressed.
.,. This training can "be supplemented by specialization; in schools, or by

appropriate training courses or seminars -

(ii) To determine training policy, particularly as regards the levels of training,
the priorities'to "be 'giveVt'o each of them,- localization of- centres,- :- .^

■- ,;■ -harmonization of. curricula and methods of recruitment as well as training

.v,: ,;of counter.par.tSf. ,'*.;.■ . ■ ■ • . ... " '.'.. ' '.'.. "'":,■

(iii) "To stu'dy/-financing probTeTiiB^ namely: ■ --.■■■■ ■ . ■■ • " ;". !/■■■■■■-.._ ;.. ■;

"'"''"' ' (a) Evaluation of training costs ■ per .studerit and-'per .year at -different -
training levels; " ' '% ,.._,..

'■':•:■• -(^) -Evaluation -of- over-all-costs .of .establishing and operating the .,;

■ ■-'various-ifai'riiris-metKods at ^different training levels.; : .'■'.. .'^ _, ■,'■■■

(c) Exploration of'finanding possibilities for different budget .items
by making a distinction between the share of the host^country and

■ .-. that of ..vtiri.'-iiis-.iinariQe sources .in relation to the financing

■','. - ~''!pbss]ib\3ii't.ies7Q^ and prospects for:the:deyeldpment
:,.,.. .-of ■ its re^curces?^ iy- ;.'\ . ' ; / i;. ' *'.'. _ .* ; ■' '/ . ' '

>; - ::-"■--■■ (d) ' Establishing, the duration, of: project support by. financing: agencies
■ : ' ■■ ■ fo1'ensure' that advantage is taken of thR investment madefy and.-..- .. .

-:•■.-■■■-: preferential '-treatment offered to'government users. ..■,,■; :

(d) Electronic data processing - : . ' .. *'

80 This item vas introduced by t-wo m-mbers of the secretariat. A statement was
made first on adv^ced developments in computer technology. It was mdioated- that
the advancerin computer technology had been made, by persons f^JZvol^for
processing data from a census. Those participating m such work had to look for
wlys " improving methods and tachnolosy so that subsequent operations could.be
rZl effic?ento Technology was not a rastriotion, but users had to speedy
requirements and select the best ways of achieving them.
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32- A.-document (e/CN ,14/CAS.9/l3) on'.the use of computers in statistical services
in Africa was introduced.;. The document ..reflected the-results of a new inquiry,, on.

electronic data processing organize'd by EGA in 1974.

83. Daring the..discussion of the item, it was pointed out that the use of computers

was sometimes very expensive, Some countries had to pay up to S5 million per year in
foreign exchange. Often a lack of professional staff resulted in poor planning and

inefficient use of the computer.. Sometimes advisers made plans which could not be

carried.out. after their departure. ...

84. The Conference considered that it was important for statistical offices in the

region to have up-to-date information on new developments in computer;oechnology,

pricing practices, etc. so that they would be in a position to make sound decisions

about.the selections of equipment and the choice between contracting, rental and

purchase. . - ' '

85:. Several .methods were suggested for providing African statistical offices with
such information: (i) ECA might convene a meeting before the tenth-session of
the Conference to deal with the broad question of the use of modern data processing

technology in national statistical services; (ii) either the United Nations
Statistical Office or 2CA might develop a newsletter that could provide statistical
offices in the region with authoritative and current information about developments

in computer hardware and software; and (iii) SCA regional advisory services in thin
area might be intensified. Although' the Conference recognized that a question of
rosources might be involved, it considered.the matter to be an important one- It
therefore requested SCA and'the United Nations Statistical Office to pursue-with^ .
appropriate funding authorities ways and means of providing statistical offices in

the region with the information needed for sound decision making in the field of

data processing.

86. The-Conference approved the periodic collection of regional information on date
processing, capabilities and requirements. Statistical offices and-data processing

units throughout, the region would be asked to provide information biannually on

staffing'," training, workload, data processing capability, etc..

87. Certain countries had found it advantageous to establish data processing, boards
to determine"policy governing the use of computers in the public service.

88. Finally, the representative of the African Data Processing Institute (iAl)
indicated his institute's willingness to co-operate with statistical, offices in

Africa by organizing seminars on data processing' for statisticians.

(e) Report on £CA statistical activities

89O A representative of the secretariat introduced a report on SCA statistical

activities since the last session of the Conference (E/CH.14/CA3,9/9)< He pointed
out that"a fourth professional staff member had joined the Division in .addition to
those mentioned in paragraph 3 of the report: Mr. K. He;ss: (United States of America),
Regional Adviser in Census Data Processing. Two professional vacancies remained and

were intended for use on external trade statistics and general data bank .operations.
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Those posts called for fully qualified statisticians with an interest in computerized

data processing. Candidates had already been identified, "but further applications

would be.welcomed. In addition, there were three vacancies for regional cdnsus

advisers which would "be1" discussed under "the appropriate'agenda-"item. - -■■■■:'.-■,.

90. In future the African Household Surveys Programme would be important in

maintaining the almost equal division of time-betweerVassistarice to: African "■■

statisiic'al services and the "development of a regional data service, which ■■

appeared- to be satisfactory under the conditions of1'the-region-' - - ' ■■■■.■

91. During the period reviewod it had been possible'to spend more time on methodo

logical development and statistical studies and there had been some improvement in

th'e implementation of technical meetings. However -there was still a shortage of

funds'for meetings,- which could bo'-'scheduled only in "'limi'ted-numbers1. ■ ■ ' '

92. Data bank activities were beco'ming a central consideration and'statistical ..-.

studies would in future need to be more closely integrated in such work. • ■

93* The Conference was satisfied- with- the report, and..noted that, essential, topics

could b3-discussed under other agenda'Items. ■ •"■'■'■ ■■- ... . ■

National; accounts' arid fi'nanci-al statistics "■■;"■'

(a/ Application of - the-United Nations System of National Accounts

94- lhe discussion'of this sub-item was"based essentially on a-report, on progress

and.problems on implementation"of the Revised SNA in African countries

(H/CN.i4/CAS-.9/l7) 3 which was introduced "bv a member of. the secretariat. ;

91?. The Conference noted xnat progress in tne implementation of the revised SNA

in countries of the region had been somewhat slow. So far only a dozen or so

countries h'ad attempted implementing; the revised' UNA5 either ■ through the. actual

compilation-of selected accounts and tables cf the SNA, :.or through the use of the .

SNA a's a trp.niev:ork for the formulation of data collection programmes or the use of.

the SNA definitions arid" classifications) .in"-the collect ior:.-.-and- compilation- of data.

Several countries, notably those formerly following the French (Courcier) system of
national'accounting, had taker, the' ericburagiryp; step of--adapting their existing''

industrial ( i".e"." kind of1 activity) ■ classifications to the; I SIC and-, their nomenclature

of institutional sectors to that of the revised SNA,

96* It was further noted'that'" the a'ctual compilation of-selected SNA accounts and.

tables had largely been' confined-to countries which had so far received bilateral

or international assistance, mainly from members of the United Nations family, in

one form or another, This raised the problem of continuity of the work once such

external, assistance was either withdrawn or became unavailable.,

97, Some fundamental questions'we're'therefore raised: what actually lay behind the

non-implementation of the revised "3HA"in- some* countries., especially those that. did.

not receivo .technical ?.ssistanoe? "Was it due1 to the fact 'that-...the. SNA was not in

conformity with "national priority requirements'? Was technical^ assistance in that

area" tied to adeptionof SNA* regardless of ccuntry requirements and priorities? .Were

countries finding it difficult to adapt the SNA to their economic structures?
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98;V;!The "usefulness of the revised SNA for national purposes, apart from its inter-,

national aspects, was queried by some, countries, "but tHe Conference noted with v,>

approval that the revised 3NA-:Kad great potentialities for economic analysis..and ■ ■ : t

planning'-purposes on account of its emphasis on commodity flows and disaggregation- -

of economic transactions. Lack of familiarity .with the revised SNA on,the. part of

some, statisticians and especially economic planners of the region had contributed

to the '"'relatively slow progress in its "implementation. It was further agreed that <

the Jc6'mpilatrori iotf :selected"'5ccounts and tables-.of the SNA would..be of limited

usefulness'iunl;e'3s" the data were of reasonable, reliability and compiled on (a comparable

basis;ifor--a:peri:'6d :df years. < ■ - ■ . . , ;;

99. .The question of whether African countries had participated in the formulation

of-the:-revi;3Gd;.SNA'was raised;- The Conference noted that several .working groups

held in the"^region-had met-between. 1-965- and 1967 to discuss the earlier drafts-and-

had made some'7important- contributions. In fact, the present revised.SNA.contained

some of "the'":features of ■ the so-called "Intermediate System";, which, had been,;formu- ■

lated and* experimented on in-the region in the early 1960s; The "Intermediate^.

System1'; had subsequentlyrbeeri replaced.-by the revised SKA. ;.. . -,;... .•,:' ■'■;..

100. It was appreciated that the principal difficulties encountered by African

couhtriesiih-implementing, the revised SNA remained much the same as.before;, and as

set out'i'n paragraph 19 of.the report. The , Conference expressed agreement.'-:: :....■■■.

concerning the;possible solutions to the.problems posed listed in. paragraph 20;,.?.; .

101. The question of establishing-a.training..centre for national accountants:from, ■

French-speaking.countries in the region was raised." A Centre for English-speaking .,

countries already existed in The Hague.: .The Conference was unable to reach ^gree^,

ment on the matter, but was of the opinion that existing statistical training

institutions in the mgion cbuld offer courses and specialization in national . ,.: ,

accounting--and that the question could be; added to the,list of topics,..to-. be dis-- ....

cussed by^the''working-group on statistical training. ... ;■ : •. :■ .._

102. The use of international experts was discussed at considerable.length. The

Conference was of the opinion that it was up to the countries of the'region to

spell out clearly':the work' that should be carried out by. such oxperts; and ensure ..;

that it* was' done1; Countries" should-insist that counterparts were tra-ine.d .and- ■ " ;• ■

methodol'bgical'material and experts' worksheets left behind on their, departure,;.. . ,

in order" to":ensure continuity of work. On the other hand, countries must also ';.-._

provide counterparts of suitable calibre to be trained by the experts: in question..

It,was further agreed that such experts should be adequately briefed by the United
Nations and ECA secretariats on what their predecessors had done before taking1 up

their post's in the countries in order to obviate the problem of different methbdo- .

logies. : - : -, : - :.-_y";- ■ ,\ ■.

103» The-'Conference noted with approval the efforts being made by ■ the United'Nations

Statistical Office and ECA in the field' of national accounts. A handbook on

national .-accounts for developing countries was b^eing prepared by the United Nations

Statistical-Office.. Part,I of the Handbook on Goods'and Services had been mimeo

graphed and was in process of being distributed to national statistical- offices for

comments, while Part II of the Handbook of Income and Outlays was available only in

outline form. An interregional Seminar on National Accounts, to be held in Caracas,

in December 1975? would, among other things, discuss the draft handbook so that it

could be revised for submission to the United Nations Statistical Commission at its

next session.
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104. The Seminar w-Uld be of two weeks' c .ration. Ten-'African countries which had .'■
expressed 'interest' ifTtlie ''Seminar and. nominated participants were .being- invited to ;
participate :'■ The m'ain" purpose of the Seminar was to identify conceptual and .■"■".:....■.
practical problemsmev by. developing countries in implementing the revised SNA- and\ .

to consider solutions ;to those problems. : ' ■ ■■*■/■ ' . '''/'"'■■ "'

105,'The Conference" noted with approval the SC4 secretariat's activities, in the-;' .
field of national accounts, which included the preparation of a simplified.manual • -
■on'national accounts, scheduled for: completion in 1976', 'and" two training.-courses on.

national accounts in 1976 and 1977 respectively for French- and English-speaking ;-.,,'

participants, subject to the availability of funds,

106. The'question of the criteria for selecting.-countries to participate-in seminars

organized by SCA'vras raised.- It was explained that financial constraints ;had.;been ...
the'main obstacle to participation by all countries; For technical' .working; groups -.,
and'seminars, participants usually attended ^ experts" and not. as ^representatives;.;.;,;

: iti ti th in considerations i

andseminars, participants usually attended ^ experts and n pv;;,;

of governments:' In inviting countries, the main considerations include,^,geographic
al and language distribution as well as national.expertise, in particular specializa

107. The question of regional-advisory services^ for .national accounts/and ^.related -

series was7 discussed. The-.Conference considered:that that-was a'topicon which -
countries'could make good use of regional advisory services. However, .it wa? noted-
that visits of relatively long duration were usually preferable to very briet
missions. The Conference recommended that -SCA--should attempt to .obtain, ^he resources
needed to establish a second regional advisory .post in national accpunts, .a3,;that_-, .

wouldf make IV easier to provide country missions of longer duration. ...... -v ■■■■;■■'"■..

108. The Conference'was reminded that country requests for visitsby .the.-existing,
regional adviser should be channelled through local UNDP" offices well in-advance.;+.
of the visits envisaged, particularly when the requestRd visits were- of s.ome,length.

(b) 'External trahsactjons statistics -. ■■ -

109. The report of the Seminar on External Transactions, (e/cH.1.4/caS.9/8) ;
was in-troduced. ■■ After considering^ .the report, the ■Conference endorsed ;the- , - - .
recommendation that a second'seminar on: external'transactions, should, be organised - ,
and agreed that forecasting was an important topic which should also. have, been _? ..

considered at the Seminar. . ■...-:■••, . - !■ ..

following alternatives were recommended:

"(i) Each country should construct its own.indexes of external trade ,and, ,
' i;e.duest help from 2CA only when necessary; . . .. . .., ... :.

. (u) EGA should not"act as.a clearing hoiise for- country ^^f^^^g^'
. but such documents, should W exoharited on a. regular and up-to datebasis,

:- ■ between countries? . . , '.' . . -.'.' .
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.;_..::.;C.iii:X--- '.Countries should' attempt to'provide ECA':wi'th all relevant'and-useful"
.,.< :■.-■■ :: ^documents -as- soon as they .blo'came. ."available^" .s.o...thatjrc.o.3;tly....m'i.S8*ons'

' ' •" ' to countries merely for" "the purpose5 of ■'collecting -information would

be unnecessary; ■ - "" "■ "T ' " ■

. (iv)-.,.The methods used in each country.could.possibly.be harmonized If

.. .1 statisticians .met and. exchanged ideas on their problems , . ,

111. Some representatives expressed .re.gr.et., that. they, had been unawar.e;.that ;the, t , .

Seminar- was being organized. .The: Conference-.urged that all .countries,.of .the .region

should in future be informed of meetings being held, so that tboss., of. ,thf.m which

could afford to could take steps to attend at their own cost if they were hot

invited.-... . .... .. . .,.;.- ■_ .. .,,, ,-. . ,....<■ ,

\ o) . National accounts studies. _ . . .-.--...,.

112.-Under, this sub-item the. Conference, discussed:. .. ,.._ . ■

(i) SCA's regional national accounts estimates and development of price

deflators', M. ■ . . , ... ■ .

(ii) Non-monetary transactions;

(iii) Purchasing power pari.ity; studies;, and „. .. ._. . .... . ..... .

(iv) Private consumption expenditure.: • ' ' ■ ' ■ ' '""■ ' '""!'■""■■■.'■

It was pointed out that all the studies were; ^designeA'-'as/pArt, JDf;^nlpye'r-all! effort

by the EGA secretariat to improve data on national accounts and were by-products of

i^lCA's da'ta" bank 'activities. - ' ' ■'•' ■ ••■' ' ■• ---'-' "■ ■' ■ . <■ ■ . v' ±

"(i)- 5CA's regional- national "accounts es-timatss and development-'of pri"ce"; ' '■
- deflators" ' ■ ' ■ ' ■";:.:-. - ■-'•■■ : . ■■ : -. ■

113. Under this heading, the activities of the ECA secretariat were briefly descrxbed.

It' was ''"pointed -Out -that the ■ ea-timates:- were needed' to' provide inputs >for ECA's annual

Survey-of'Economic Conditions'in Africa ahd:'to serve as background 'data for .monitor

ing and assessing'" economic conditions-in'and-the performance of the'region .during-'•'"

the Second United Nations Development Decade. • " . ■ 1.! ■-.-■-.■

114. The"ECA- estimate's also became" necessary because" there had been a.'two-' o"ri.ithree-.

year time' lag'before countries of the region released; data oh -national 'accounts".'' ■-.■'■

The problem was further accentuated by the fact that for some countries of the

region, national accounts data had been available only in' a sporadic mariner^ and1.1 tha't:

comparable1 historical' series were hard to obtain. 'The secretariat'was-informed* that-

for a number "of countries -the"-time lags were due to publication bottle-necksj,.butr n ':

later'-data were-'Usually available' in the working'files and.were at.- the (disposal :of.*>

government users'."' \ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ . :■■ ■■':r:, -. ■■ "-

''• 'r\ ■'. • ' ■ ■ ' ■"■'; ." -.. ■ . '"./': fur* ; r."-.

115".1'Tte^presen-t.'method a'dopted by the ECA-secretariat in arriving at'e.stima^tes of-.,.,

gross domestic product by kind of activity and expenditure on.GDP ,py:,-type'.--was\briefly

described. The main defect of the present method consisted in the use a single

over—all price deflator for each country. Attention was drawn to a study on the

development of sectoral deflators in an article entitled "An analysis of sectoral
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deflators for African countri.es" published in ,the7-sixth issue, of- the Statistical

and Economic Information Bulletin- for Africa -(Sj'/CN.I4/SEIB/6).- The- Conference noted
that a scheme had "been worked out. by ,the,-&CA secretariat;; on the .development of

sectoral deflators; which was in the process of being implemented.

116. The "Conference /noted with- appro'vaT'tlre' efforts of'the SC*A secretariat in that

area and stressed the" need to establish more effective communication between the

3CA secretariat and national statistical offices for the exchange of information in

respect of provisional1 GDP estimates or forecasts, etc.,'and also stressed' • the '■

nee'd: fdr."35CA staff members-to collect data and publications'during their periodic

visits' to countries."' ' ■ ' * '

117. The need to check the validity of iUCA's national accounts estimates against

final official data was stressed. It was noted that such checking had been carried

out for some countries of the region, and the expe'ri-erice-had: beeh-of-us6-;for further

work in that field. The Conference also noted that an exercise on the calculation

of "trade gain" due to changes in terms of trade for 'Oil-producing countries in the

region had been made for fcCA internal use only.

(ii) Non-monetary transactions

118. A paper entitled "Non-monetary transactions in Africa," appearing in the.seventh

issue of the Statistical and Economic Bulletin for Africa, (a/cN-14/s;CIB/7) , was'
introduced. The Conference accepted the report.* --iT - •-_■ ;-

(iii) Purchasing power parity study . , .. ■

119. A note by the 3CA secretariat entitled "Some preliminary-results of an JJ.CA .. •_ ■■

exercise in purchasing power parity calculations" (S/CN.14/CAS.9/23) was introduced
and attention was also drawn to an. article entitled "Progress report on the African

purchasing power parity "study ('Part II)" "contained"in" the' "fifth" is"sue::~of"- the

Statistical and Economic Information Bulletin for Africa (e/CN .14/0L.IB/5) -

120..,.It was-.stressed.that...the^ calculations would be only of limi-be devalue due. ,-to.the

fact' that -the .prices■-related to.-capi-tal .cities only, and- that.-^the. pricing- outlets -,

from which the prices "were collected were. not always cofhparabTe .in all cases. •- . =

Nevertheless, it was thought that the preliminary findings of.-the.1973 and 1974 . :, ■
consumer prices inquiry had provided sufficient justification for continuing the

workj and-had revealed .the inappropriateness'of using official rates-of exchange . -

for conversion purposes .in -international comparisons' of.-GBP-and per capita GDP. - .,

121-:The Conference noted .with approvalthe work can if^d out so. far by the ■ -. .

secretariat', and urged countries to give their continued co-operation-in-fillings ■

in the., questionnaires on .consumer-prices, so as -to ensure .that'more meaningful. .

and. definitive resuLts could be., obtained on purchasing, power?, parity calculations

for countries of the region. It was noted that a survey on prices of capital /voods

would constitute Phase II of the ECA study, and questionnaires for the purpose of

the'■" survey" would be prepared" once sufficient experience had been accumulated from-

the study of consumer prices.' " ■ ■ . -1 . ;. ■ - : - • .
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■ (i"v-) Private- o'orisump ti on expend!ture ■•■•-■ '. .... ■• ■■:..■ . :
Jo 3ba • (.-" ■;■'':.:■■ '. ■ "• "■ '- : - -rr.'- -., .. -, - / '.- ., ... ■ ',-■• ■, .!,-..

132". i Two*, "parts -of a- paper entitled "The *"s-tructure. and evol-utiorr of private consump- :

tion expenditure in" AiPx-irca" were introduce &■» They were part III',' reTating to Bast "

Africa, and part IV, dealing with Central ^Xfri cay and had .appeared-respectively" i-h-- ' "

the sixth and eighth issues of the Statistical and Economic Information Bulletin for
Africa-(il'/CN.!l4/SE-iB/6 and' 8);- -■ .'^ ■ .■ ■ .- . : - -. ■ ■--..■

?0...... '■- ' ■■■:•■-: - • ■ ..■' ■ -- I ...■ .■: : . ... ..V '■ , .-.■''■. ■ ■ .

123. The studies -broadly followed the. same pattern-in that each introduction-was - "

followe'd^y! some"indication of trends'in-population changes',1 the- share ,of private*-1- ■*■■■'

consump:tiroYi"'eTxpehdi;-ture': in the gross"'domestic product!, the structure of' household <-.•■'•

consump'ti'onv var-ioil's type's of elasticities and a: conclusion".-. Within1 the "broad' ■

categories'-there-'were some differences,-'due--to the fact 'that, thf:, various: country •-.■;

survey's "-"did1-not always provide comparable data/ There were differences in concepts,

definitions and coverage 9""and infbrmatron -Vas".'la'clc-ihf inmany.'cases1;' ■■ :■/• ■ ■ ■ '•:•.■■ •■■■ \'

124. It was noted that the lack of data had made it difficult to conduct the study

and limited its usefulness. However, it was agreed that the two studies, together

with the earlier ones on North and West Africa introduced at^iihe.^ighth1-session of ^.:-.

the Conference, had contributed in a small way to knowledge of African household

consumption. An attempt should be made to up-date the material., cj^ntained/in-the "

studies and consolidate them into one comprehensive study providing consumption

functions" for-Africa' asJ av whole/" ''- ■ *" /• : ' . ■: :'.-... .,- .; -

(d)- Government' finance statistics ■ ■ .■■■■•:■ ,- .■ -■•■

125- A report entitled "Public finance statistics,"(1969-1973)"and'a study on ..■:■•

"The grovrth of capital budgets in Africa between I960 and 1970", published in the

sixth and eighth issues of the Statistical' ahd"5cohomic Informati-on'Bulletin" for |:" -

Africa'rre"spectiveiy' (i5/CN.14/S£)IB/6 and''8) ', were- introduced. It was pointed out' .... .,
that there were-deficiencies in the basic data such as' lack.of uniformity and :thS ."."*■ * :'

absence of informationj- and that the deficiencies created real difficulties for the"

study^of the growth of capital:"budgjts'« Apart'from- the data limitations, thereowere :'■

problems " of' the concept and definition^ of capital,-and it could--not' even.rbevsaid,:; -.;.■■.

withj certainty that all items of the-capital budget relating to the period under •.- -.

review had been taken into account. Moreover, different sources ■ sometimes ■ gave' . ■ r- ■ ■ ■:

different'figures, and, as one'participant pointed out, it was difficult to' analyse; ,t -

capital expenditure. ..:::■■ ,'■■,■■.- .. ...,

126. However, it was agreed that the study was useful in that certain trends had;r,—i **

been observed and inferences made, although the nature of the material available -

or the labk of if-'- rendered meaningful global analysis difficult. - • ;' ; . . r

127* Certain participants deplored the fact that -the secretariat embarked' on'.-- ;r.j:' ;i-xr* ■

specialized studies-which were handicapped-by a lack of adequate- data-j arid thought-.-;

that ECA should'help national statistics offices to collect basic data before ;-■ :=■,..- , _■-,

commencing" such studies/ It-was, however, pointedout that the criterion-An: .'■ ■ •■i:-^r.'ti

selecting topics for statistical studies was. that such topics -should relate to areas \:

where""statistics were generally weak, and thatr these studirs should consti.tute.,-a-. :-r;?■.--:■ :■

first attempt at putting all relevant data together in -the hope:-of achieving" com-i-^.. >;; ,z

prehensiveness, even though crudely. The studies indicated the present-pos'ltion;and..,.

suggested *hat action was needed to improve tho data. • " ■ :': ■■ *v-,".':.c -i"rri>:
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128. Some discussiou followed concerning the colle.cjbion of statistical, data. I.t: was

agreed that ECA should submit requests for statistical data' direbtly to* heads of

nationals .-statistical offices, who would?endeavour to provide,, the. required information.

It was^also,' agrerd that .the'iiCA Statistics" Division should acknowledge the receipt
of material-from..the ;national statistical;.offices. .-. . .-.:- -.. . ........

129. In response to a question regarding the status of thp .proposed:United Nations- :

manual on public sector statistics and the IMP draft manual on government finance

statistics,•■.and :the relationship between' the two manuals, the Conference was .-. ■ :

informed -that the United Nations Statistical Offi.ce. and IMF ;were .currently reviewing ■

differences- in the approaches :used with, a view,to developing :a: common, :approactr to ■.- ....

the problent.vFor that reason, some:,de;lay in.publication, was anticipated*,:. It was ...•;*._■■

expected that;., the, topic would her included on. the, agenda of the nineteenth-.sesssion- ...-■

of the Statistical .Commission-... The Conference .urged .the United Nations statistical-.-. ,-

Office and the International. Monetary Fund, to pursue.".the ■ matter as expedi-tiously- \.-

as possible.

General economic/statistics. ... :., ......,,-. :.lv;-,. ,.--.. . .■ ... -:%.-.\ -.. •..,

( a) . - External ■■ trade . . ;..,

130. A paper on international trade statistics for Africa (ii/CN.14/CAS.9/l-5
Corr.l) was introduced. The Conference was informed that SCA had just ordered

Burroughs computer equipment and would soon be in a position.to process , tapes as ■.

well as cards and discs and to improve its efforts towards the "development of a

complete data bank on trade statistics. ■. - ■ .,

131. The: secretariat-representative mentioned the problem of timeliness, and ... ';,.

suggest^d:^e~^fp"blntm'&nt of"arr?gi\onal adviser"; who would work in different countries,

identifying reasons why annual .trade. da;ta. were, taking longer than necessary,, and...;':

provide direct'assistance in-solving-problems. However, the Conference thought ,-;f'r...

that-there..was.no need.for such an; adviser._ It was explained that in. many instances',
country: tabulations were usually completed within a reasonable period .but that in,. _,

some cases there .was-a-shortage .of newsprint, and .owing to . the shortage of-funds..,it

was difficult to have - the ■pu.bl? cations bound.-.for dispatch. The trade .statistics of

some countries were.extremely late, largely.because insufficient machine time was .. .

devoted to trade statistics in that country. Such countries would welcome any
assistance from ECA which would result either in improved equipment or in an increase

in machine time. ■ .-■■■.. ■ . ■ '

132. The Conference was informed of the difficulties encountered.an pursuing a

comprehensive study on African terms of trade which had been requested of the i^CA
secretariat .at the Conference's .eighth session.. In introducing the plan for■the ■
study (.annex VII of the background document),; the. secretariat representative pointed .
out that although'indices of unit value and quantum had-beenvpublished..for a. large .

number of countries, in most cases, the available series werershort.and.not comparable
in terms of periods coverod and. method, pf construction. The comparability of the , .
indices-was. also affected-by differences in concept, definition and commodity coyer- -

age ob-taining in the compilation of the basic data. The Conference took note of.co
operative efforts between Liberia and Sierra Leone aimed at the harmonization of

their external trade statistics. . . . . , . ; ••'.■■
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133- The Conference accepted the plan for the study, and agreed that in the light

of the requirements of the new international economic order and the Lome Convention

between the '■'SBC and the A:CP "countries, analyses "of African terms of trade "should

be''ma^e'/ahriually. It was' also agreeii that'each country would compute and ■publrsh"
current :wei&ti'ted unit Value "indices' and derived base weighted quantum indices"""" '*

which'-would1 be~ used for"the study. "It was're'c'pgnized that in view of -the present ::
international economic^ environment price indices were very important, arid the :

opinion Was expressed'that studies' in/price'indices might constitute a project

suitable'for-fundrihg;:by international1 agencies1. " ; ' ""■■

134- The secretariat representative drew attention to the growing demand for complete

analyses of African trade data on a regional and subregional basis, and the need for

statistical data on such bases. It was pointed out. that that would require a new

publication, and an annual publication entitled Foreign' Trade 'for' Africa,' Series' C:

Summary Tables was proposed. ..'**■'"' ' ' " \ ' .

135* The;Conference welcomed the secretariat's efforts.' It was recognized that

before the proposal "could be i.mple'mfhied' the'secretariat'should undertake" a
comprehensive'study' of the practices obtaining" in. every, country'of" the region
regarding the compilation, analysis" and publication of external trade statistics,

including concepts .arid definitions used. Such' a study would" prbvide^the basis-f or
the explanatory nbtes ;riecessary for a'regional'publication, and'would go a long way
towards establishing comparability between country data..

136. In that connection"a comprehensive questionnaire was introduced, designed for

a""regional; study on external trade.statistics. It was agreed that before the
questionnaire was dispatched"the secretariat would complete it for individual- :"

countries in so far as relevant available' material'allowed- National "statistical'
offices would then be required only to edit and confirm the material already" ' '

contained therein and supplement the information by answering specific questions..

137v The Conference was informed that a working group of the Conference of, European

Statisticians had recently considered a report on "Measurement ofprice changes/in.

external; tra'de"; C/^/ECS^ CES/aC/.45/2):. Effort was being'made to'distribute that "'
document to "national statistical offices in the African region. The Conference'.-

was also informed of a proposal to"h,old "an Interregional 'Seminar on International

Comparability of International Trade Statistics and' the'C'ompilation of Indexes for

such Statistics towards the -en.d of 1976 - Th.d. United.''Nations Statistical Office, .had

recently sent a. letter to' the direct.ors of/'all:'national'"statists.c'al offices-solicit

ing their interest 'in such a Seminar. ' It Was proposed that financing for the. Seminar

would be; obtained, from UNDP, but' the; interest .of"countries had tc be ascertained ■'

before UMDP would consider approving the' p"ro'po'salr Accordingly, national', statistical

offices interested in participating in the Seminar should express their interest to

their local W.UP office, presumably, through their Government ministry responsible,

for'co-ordinating such requests to the united Nations. '

138. The representative of the United Nations Statistical Office also emphasized '

the importance of timeliness arid reliability in external trade statistics In. the

region. Publication bottle-necks ..were sometimes the source of delays in the release

of trade' data: the need to expiOre*alternative methods of data dissemination was
mentioned. With respect to reliability studies, the value of bilateral' trading

partners carrying out co-operative studies of inconsistencies was stressed.' In that

connection, mention was made of the discussions now under way between Ghana and the

United Kingdom to develop such a study.
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139- In-"answer- to a question-concerning an 3CA. study on commodities,: it was . :.- ■

explained-..that-;ther.'ECA ;secretarlat had, tried to^revise .the. over-alp, work.-.programme

to takQ.,'apcount of-.the new, 4nternatipnal:.oconomic. order as. there, was a need .fox--,

mor3.--cn:phasi:3 on commodity .detail, with .reference to production, trade and:price.

data. .Price data were,, needed initially at three levels:; , producer-.pricesy exporrt ■
unit .values and world market prices> Relfyant tables had been prepared for the

African Statistical Yearbook, and tables, in blank form had-been .sent to. African

countries for completion.

■■- i-,('b) ..Industry' ■■■...■

140-. A. report..entitled "Industrial statistics in Africa: situation and prospects"

("E/CNVI4/CAS.9/l'8) was introduced. It was pointed out' that work on industrial ;..,iU ^

statistics in the United Nations Statistical Office covered five main-areas:"

general, i-ndustrial statistics,.-.commodity, production statistics, index, numbers of

ir.dus'trial. production and employment) construction statistics and distributive..

trade statistics, A great deal .of,effort was devoted..to the compilation, analysis,

a-nd publication of. basic, information on the structure,, and activity of those sectors

in- all■-.countries- ■ Methodological",work had been concentrated on the preparation

ami 'updating of international standards and manuals t.o:,help .developing countries ;

in the organisation and conduct of surveys in those areas. . The international.

..recommendations on statistics of the distributive trades and services were in press,

and:.a manual on- the. organization-and conduct of surveys, in that field was being

prepared for publication.next year. Other, reference- material,..such as the biblio-

graph3" of industrial and distributive trade statistics, which listed^th<? most _.=

recent "censuses and surveys conducted.in countries, was also expected from.the ■

printer. .:,.;'■.■....,:

141. The state of industrial'statistics in Africa was generally unsatisfactory.

Although some prepress had been achieved in recent years, the response rate to tihe

1^73 United Nations questionnaire on general .industrial statistics.was.still low.

Due to .inadequate response, commodity ,statistics were very much'.out of date. ,t/ith

rsspect to-index number.s o£ industrial production and employment,Rvalue-added

estimates, ,had. been prepared for ;44 .countries of the region, but .lessi,..than 20.

countries were, regularly.providing indicators through questionnaires sent out .by^

the United Nations. In the ,ra_ost Recent issue, of' the Yearbook of ..Construction

Statistics, the United Nations had published information for 28. countries. ;.
However, information, supplied .by,,African.countries was very poor, being, ^generally

'sporadic .and outdated; "arid :the.scope and coverage deviated substantially from/those

rscomme.nded.by the United Hat ions. -.Finally, with respect to distributive .trade, .

statisti.cs,' information received from' countries, had ,b"ee.n very limited'. .' ' ; .- ,

142. 'in his introductory statement,, the representative'.of tji'e .SCA secretariat also
reviewed recent industrial inquiries in Africa, the results of such surveys and ths

problems arising from, attempts- to. evaluate, the comparability of: results between

countrias 'a.nA, within one., country „ between surveys, carried: out in different years.

The explanatory notes in most industr.iial. statistics publications were, inadequate .

Output figures weT.e. als.o confusing,., aince spnie referred to gross output while' others

referre-d to net output, There was, also.- qonfusion. in- relation to value, added'and

intermediate costs... . . : . . ■ .. , , ■
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143, Concluding his introductory remarks, the ECA representative referred to the : ;
problem of non-response, The United Nations Statistical Office was worried by the •
increasing rate of non-response .to its questionnaires. For example, in the case of
its annual questfenaire- on commodity production statistic, 10 countries had never
compiete;d';the-que3tionnairP? and 6 had'no* replied-in 0.974*. ;It was essential, that-
the Conference should discuss the problem and-suggest ways of overcoming it.

144. Various reasons were given for non-response to questionnaires-sent out by• _ • ■
statistical offices to industrial establishments, and some methods of dealing with

the problem* were ■'suggested. ■

145, In--the-discussion -which followed,, .various, delegations updated the information
contained in the background document, With respect to"the problem of non-response

in relation to industrial establishments,.some delegates argued that the only remedy
lay in repeated personal" contacts by the field'staff of the Statistical. Office. with
the industrial establishmentsc Others argued. that,the problem of, the:declining rate
of response from establishments could be dealt with either, by, rigidly enforcing
the provisions of Statistics Acts or by transfering industrial statistics to a
statistics unit within, say, the Ministry of Industry,- The 'advantage.'of-the latter
approach lay in the possibility of such a ministry enforcing sanctions {e.g. with
holding licences- or permits). " However,,'- many: delegate disagreed -with this approach
and espouse.dV;the cause "of voluntary/ compliance.^!th-the provisions; of^ohe Statistics

146. It was also''suggested that, in order: to check1 thV inconsistencies and errors-in
data supplied by establishments, thestatistical office should nottrely onlyon ; ■
statisticians but also on Government accountants who had the relevant expertise to
detect faults in the returns submitted by establishments. .-...'■.-..- ■

147.V There was general concern about [the method of constructing- a suitable frame fo?
small industries,- especially those in. the' informal. sector. The representative of th
ECA secretariat suggested that income/countries thV census frame*-of enumeration-,
areas or supervision areas had been used-s a-ba'sis'-for the- listing of industrial -■ , .

establishments by size - end the-, listing hnd provided the necessary frame -of-
establishments-.by, si7*.- However.; the frame had become outdated not long after

the listing,. -.■-.... ' . , '. .■■..■,. ■■ ■_ . /

148. .In-discussing the scope and coverage of industrial statistics in -their .respeq-r-. :
tive countries, .many representatives emphasized that the "main objective-in collecting
industrial statistics da'ta wan to use them for the purpose of; national .accounting.-....
That limited-objective-de-KerHri.ned the'scope and coverage of industrial statistics-in.

their countries.

149.'There was"a'-plea that BOA should attempt .'to formulate its own standards for the
African 'region,.-;since some of the international standards were applicable only- too. .
developed.countrieB- Special, mention was made of the frame for traditional'crafts, :
c^nd other-cottage ."industries--. There were also conceptual and definitional problems. ;

regarding-such industrial establishments. ' " . ~'F,".."''.,, ■ '\,

ISO. The "conference1 noted that the questionnaires used by the United Nations'.- ; '■'.:J: v
Statistical Office to obtain data on industrial statistics from countries were.affect
ed by several sources of .non-rasponse, and. that many of those kinds of non-response
alBO^ffected.the,questionnaires used by.-the Statistloal. Office-to obtain'other, types
of statistics/ Accordingly, it, was asked whether the Statistical Office had married-
out a systematic study of the-causes of non-response to the various^statistical.. ^ v

questionnaires it sent to national statistical offices-

the'
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151'i The Conference was informed that no such comprehensive, study had yet been made,

"but" that brie along- the1 lines' suggested was being planned. It would be carried., p

jointly by the United Nations Statistical Office and ECA. On the basis .of-

preliminary work on the study, five broad classes of problems affecting response

had been identified: ■ ■ ..

(a) Problems related to the despatch and receipt of the questionnaires
through the mail or UMDP:

.Problems related to the 'handling of the questionnaires in the national

..■ \'"'[" ' . statistical offices'; , ■ '•■■■. -."
"•:TI!-.-'■' - .;..■.■..-'.' '■:'.." -". .'■■'• ■ ■

/>« : (cr)---'Problems.-.- related to the form or content of the questionnaires;,

;(d\. Problems related to national policies on the release1 of-data to' .'■•"■ ■.'

"',. "international agenciesj' and ■ " "■ ■ " ■ ■ ~ ' ' ;' .

■(e) Problems-related to" the availability, of- data- .■ .. : . _ :.

15?»--It was-noted that for several..sources of non-response the solution' was

relatively straightforward once, the problem had.been identified. For example, it

might prove useful for the United Nations Statistical Office or 2CA to write to

the directors of national statistical offices, say annually, to provide them with

a comprehensive list of • questionnaires, that had been sent ,to their offices and to

seek; information on .the status of each questionnaire. . . .

(c) Agriculture . . '■'■,]■.. .._.; .

15'-3. Introducing-this sub-item, .the representative of PAO recalled that the African.

Commission-on Agricultural Statistics had held its, seventh session in January 1975- .

He gave ;a 'brief repor-t.-.on the important aspects of the meeting and mentibned its

main^recommendations. .He emphasized that action had been taken on all the

recommendations. >- ... '

154. He then reviewed the most important activities of FAO in the African region ■

since the sixth session of the Commission, and briefly indicated some of the

projects being contemplated by FAO.. The activities included the world Census of.

Agriculture j-.'long-term programmes of agricultural statistics, food and'populatidn

studies,' social ,and-.demographic statistics,' supply/utilization accounts for * -
agricultural, commodities, fertilizer statistics, economic accounts' for agriculture

and technical assistance programmes at the country and regional levels.

155;. The draft .programme-for the i960 .World Census of Agriculture, which had been

discussed at various international; regional and interregional meetings,"had now

been finalized-.. :.T.he. Programme placed particular, emphasis on the agricultural" census

as an integral part of the over-all system".of agricultural statistics in the . ■

countries of the region, and on the need to integrate the various statistical

projects in such a way as to achieve better efficiency", quality and consistency '6f

related data' and the utilization of available, resources to the greatest extent

possibles- ■■■-..: .; ■,-•--.■ -■, .. -■■.-..■.■.

156.-The- fact that the. .final version of the World Census Programme took into consi

deration the various recommendations from.organizations in the' region"was welcomed,. .

and there was- a call for FAO to make a deliberate effort to harmonize S'orae' of'■ its*-. '

concepts and definitions with those of other United Nations agencies.-
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157* The preparation of supply/utilization accounts 'for agricultural"commodities
were .-.now..part of.-FAO's regular work, and. were, used as .the,,bas.is for. the..preparation

of the FAQ Production and Trade Yearbooks, as well as some derived statistics, such

as food balanpe .s.-tatistics and indey numbers, ,-.',. .-, ' ■ ' ... •■ ...• \

158.,-A new.,task' force had.been established within .PAO. to co-or.dinate all activities

concerning fertilizers. Moreover^ a Fertilizer Data Bank was;.being established t
within the FAO Statistics Division with computer processing 'resources.

159. Thenneed for .-more detailed information on agriculture in order ...to-improye,. the s....

compilation of economic accounts for agriculture was stressed.,. As, a-start, a..,..':

handbopk-of economic accounts for agriculture had been prepared jointly/by tne^FAO

Statistics Division and the United Nations Statistical Office. .

169.. The Conference was..told that the post of second,regional.statistician,andthat

of regional,-statistical ..adviser would be filled in the-near future, ,.and .it .welcomed ■
the-, suggestion that the. post ,of regional data processing, adviser for agricultural. . •

censuses. ran4.. surveys, should be-established,to cope with the. ever-increasing number..

o£ :reque.sts,rfrom-co.untrics for help in connection with data processing., ,,.-,-

161.' In .-connection with-FAO's ; future .plans in the region, three specific projects .,

submitted by FAO for the second UNDP Inter-countryr.Prograraming1 Cy.cle for Af.ric.a.-,-., -,

1977-81 were mentioned and met with general approval. They were a Crop Forecasting

Project, a.-Liyestock statistical ^Improvement Project...and .a proje.ctrfor -assistance .*„ .

to the jcpuntries in the region.in connection, with the ,-198O< World. Census of., ,.,4. ;

Agriculture. , -. . _: . . ■<■■....■■. , - : • . ■*"=•"••;

162.. The. Conference, expressed the hope that the'project for assistance. ..in connection

with^the, ^980. World- Census of Agriculture-.would consider ,the question of attracting-

finance in-order to .enable ppun.tries to undertake agricultural, .censuses. and;.sury.ey_s.,

and that ./the .crop.forecasting project would enable countries .to establish,-a s.ound . ■ .

basis for estimating' the .output of-food crops in advance... . - •■ ■ :. ■

163. The question of combining, for reasons of economy, household and agriculture

surveys7 in a single multipurpose, survey was--raised. .It was pointed .out.s-that ..such ■ ■

surveys would be complicated and difficult, to implement,, ,and-that .questionnaires ..

wouldjbe-unnecessarily long:. In facti .an.-ef-f.icient design for- a household survey .;-

was not;..necessarily a ^oo.d. one for-- an- agricultural survey. .Because, of their,-; dis.-s ,.,

advanvtagesj :.the tendency was to ■ discourage., .countries .from, undertaking su.o-h .-multi,-,- .,

purpose ,:suryeys«- -. .-.■.. - .- . _ . ■ . . ■ • . ■.■•-. - .: '

164. On the question of training, FAO was urged to improve the methodology and

manuals used at .the training institutes in terms both of content and of duration. y.\

The./Conference was. informed of a,proposal-., for a training.programme in agricultural r

statistics to be established-at the Training Institute.;at Yaounde in,connection with

the '1980;World Census of Agriculture. . ■ ....... i ,.:,,,.....
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(d) International Standard Classification of all Goods and Services

165 . A representative'[of the secretariat introduced, this Item, 'drawing attention' to '

document-E/CN^37457 (PARTS"! and II)'- It was pointed out tha:t the ICGS was'a "■-"
classification according to industrial origin,'industries being defined using' the

157 .groups of ISIC. However, the ICGS was not merely a more detailed version of

ISIC; rather-, each good or service was (with minor exceptions) classified id one
position in the'ICGS."' ' ' ' ' ' ,,-••... . - ._..-...- ..:,

166. After briefly summarizing the purposes of the ICGS, the secretariat

representative reviewed the process of extensive-consultation arid scrutiny'by- - ■

national Statistical- offices' and international organizations that'had ied to the • ":--

present document', culminating in its''consideratiori b'y the Statistical Commission'1

at its eighteenth session in October 1974. -■'-■■ ' ' ■ '*■ .-■*■.

167.''Subsequently, pursuant'to the Commission's decision, the present draft of-

IGGS-had been'sent for comments to national statistical-offices-and interested.'-1"^ V;-

intefnatiohal organizations. It had also been^-intehsively 'studied at a meet"ing:"on- :

the ciassificatiqn'"of goods and services of'the'Conference of European Statisticians

held in February 1975- "' Moreover,- an expert -group on the1 harmonization of statistical

classifications convened by the United Nations Statistical Office in late 1974 had

examined the'ICGS and made certain recommendations'1 to'improve the harmonization ■

betweeri'the1 ICGS arifloth'ef classifications. ■ " ■• '■ - *: " -:

16B" . Work oh-preparing a final version of the classification, incorporating' the" ■.. * •■

comments received, was'under way.1' To preserve the international character arid-"' ■;

applicability of the classification, it was necessary to receive comments ori^-the1 ■"-■-».

ICGS from countries at various stages of economic and statistical development.

However,' few ■comments' on the draft ICGS had been "received from1 statis'~tic'a! offices- ■

iri'Africa; ' Accordingly, the United Nations Statistical Office' would particularly *

welcoiiie"redactions to the ICGS from those present.- The''Conference was 'informed--thaty

although work on the final" version of the ICGS was by now well advanced, the f *: ' ='

Statistical Office would make every; effort to'incorporate any substantive comments-/

received.

l69.'The 'Conference considered that' 'the ICG3 contained many, useful" features,' butv-.-'? .'■■

that In some Jre'spectsy for example-its relationship to the "3ITC, ■ the search ■for-'V-t^w

harmonieation-had riot' yet been fully achieved. For that-re'ason, countries' in: ttie ■■;■ -

region should proceed 'prudently in making-use of-"the*-document. The "secretariat■- ■ '

agre'e'd,: rioting that the document before ■ the>- Conference'1'had' been 'coraplete'd in1 June- :> :

1974 and that a revised version was at present being prepared for consideration "by. ■:

the Statistical Commission at its nineteenth session.

170; ;In 'response to' a 'question coricerriirig the :cri teri a whereby a specific good .or.-

servixe wasI'assi^ne'd"to .a; -'particular position in the ICGo, -^he' Conference- wasririforraed

that the";p6'siftlon wa's ^deterrainedby the ISl'G industry group producing most of ;that

good or service. The Conference was referred to -the introductory text -to. the" .ICGS.. .:

appearing in document Ij/CK.3/457 (PART i) for a full discussion of that and related

technical issues. Attention was also drawn to the report of the Conference of

European Statisticians' meeting on the Classification of Goods and Services

(/S/ECE/7CES/AC.4l/ll) and to a document on "The Harmonization of Statistical
Classifications - Heport of a meeting of an expert group" (ST/lDSA/sTAT/78), which
contained further information about the ICGS and its relationship to other classifi

cations.
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17T. ;Th'e Conference 'agreed that it was not appropriate for it to hold a detailed

technical'discussion of the draft TCGS, and that countries desiring to comment oh

the document should provide comments directly to the United Nations Statistical -

Offj.ce,. if they had not already done do. ' ' _ '. . . . '

Demographic and social statistics ... . ?-.■--*,.;■-■

(a) Population-.-and housing censuses and surveys . .. - . ~ .

(i) African Census Programme

i72; TH'e 'fbllb'wirtg'papers on the African'Census Programme were intToJduced by two .

members' of the, "EGA1 "secretariat: ' .'",'." . !

"y ''{&),:' Report" of :th'e Spcond Meeting of' African Census Programme Qpuntry Experts

*■"■' ■ ;-■; -'(E/cN-.i4/CAsJ9/i); ' . ;', ' ... '. '. .!.'." . ; ".,.

(b) Report of the fourth .meeting of ■ the Consultative Group ..on the Afri'can .

Census Programme (^/CN.14/CAG.9/3); ■ ■ . . . ■ ■ ■ ,'.

(c) Technical report on the post-enumeration survey for coverage evaluation

1 * 'of African'population censuses (E/CN.14/CAS.9/7)""; and

...: "(.d) .Report on the African Census, Programme..(^/CN.14/CASo9/ll) - .. . -.

17 3. In the ..introductory remarks, a brief history, of-the African Census Programme., ,.-

was given. Problems of census planning, cartography, administration and organization

were, ^outlined. It was suggested that in general it -was desirable tohave,a separate

census office -for census taking: such,an .office could be under the .over-all control

of the :5irector of Statistics,- but the day-to-day administration.of the.office should
be under-the.'-direc^or of-the census ;office« <In cases where the Director of Statistics

doubled a:8" the pirector of-the Census,,oare should-be taker, to ensure that he devoted

most of-his time tocensus matters duri-ng ths critical phases -of census planning

and enumeration. - ■ ■. ; ■■ n.'-*- '•' r . ■ ' ' , ■: '

174. Problems had been encountered in the region with regard to the enumeration of

nomads^ -,Six;.main methods could be applied in that, context. ■ The first- approach;

involved -constructing a frame,of water holes in use during the dry season (when
enumeration often took place), and enumerating .the ■ nomads at. the water holes: .during

a specified reference period. The second approach was based on the hierarchical

social structure of- the. nomads. For example,.-where nomads, belonged .to sheikhdoms,

the list of. nomadic households compiled by each, sheikh could, be used as,a frame ;for

the enumeration. The third method combined the first and second methods. In the

fourth method,, a geographical, ap.pr.oach based on enumeration areas was. used.-, -Remote

sensing in conjunction with ground identification and enumeration -provided the-basis

for the fifth method of enumerating nomads in, a. census,. Finally,, the 'Icapture-.tag- .

recapture-', approach could be^ used* to estimate the- size and characteristics, of .

nomadic population., • . • ■■•.-...-..■.■

175* .Another;-area ,of interest was the use ,of sampling in connection with the:.enumera~

tion. ^,.TSome. countries, had used built-in sampling techniques, such as by administering

a !'long'!,.questioTi2iarr'e. to a sample of,..enumeration areas while retaining- a "s'hor.t!.'. .,

form, for lpO..,per. cent coverage. Other countries, had followed up the .c.o.mplete

enumeration .with a sample survey. The .advantages and disadvantages of the two. -

approaches were briefly discussed. . ... . -, .,:; , - ,/;

■■-T
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176. In certain countries, for political reasons, the coverage of the census might
be limited to certain.parts of, a, cpuntry. There was, in. principle, no objection to

that approach, provided most*of'_the country was covered... by ,the 'census, enumeration,..

177» Other methodological aiid conceptual problems, such'as".the choice of.'the .',. ■■
definition of population (i,e. either de jure or de facto) which should be used in
the census enumeration, were discussed, -■.■■..;.■.■,.. ;."•.■- : :-.z ■ '■ -s.:v;-:- ;. :_

. Mention was also made of tHe^so'-ftware -packages- such-::asCENTS'^'and:COCEtrTS' avail
able for tabulating census data- ,. _ . .-,,...

179- i;The. evaluation of census da.ta.with respect -%o both coverage^ and ..content .through

methods other than'post-enumeration survey "(IES) was briefly.-putline.d■!' With respect
to post--csnsus checks of the completeness and accuracy of "the census, it was reported

that.^the SCA -mission, on .African,.census ,,ev.aluation.,.had recommended that at -the present

stage of statistical''developraenVin most' countries of the region, "an ad_hoc PES should

be accepted as relatively the most satisfactory technique; although a P£S was not

always-HhVonly satisfactory 'mettio'd^of census evalua'tioriV^In' fact, it did not
always lead to wholly satisfactory conclusions. .' ■ ' ' - ■:

Two main methods of coverage-error.-evaluation were.-.consider©.*!* as well as a

variant of the second method-. An outline was given of a P-JS design with respect to

organization, administration-arid sample' design. It was emphasised ttiatXthe simpli-

citj- of the suggested design was tc ensure that countries which had very little or no

previous'experience of a PES*J6oul'd easily follow the ^recomiiiende'd'-'app'fdr-ch. "

v- Th'e role' of "regional advisers was explained. They visi-ted'countries principally

to' ;heip th'e- "census office to plan-and''carry out a good'eensus;'1 -As the'ir;"name impli'*!"'

■they we're'there' only :in" an advisory'role- The responsibility for taking a>- good -"" ' -
r-'census ■ was•-'th*a"tt of the census offj.-ee:" -1 Ai present,-' the African' Census Programme '

-Re'gio'nal'-lAdvi'sory -Service was'inade up of a Project Officer,- a Sampl-i'ng'Adviser and ■•
a Data Processing"! Adviser ■ Plans were well-advanced for the recruitment of a- ' '•■

Deaiogrr.phic Statistician to join the regional advisory staff early next :year. c ■■

Efforts ve.ee also being made to fill the remaining posts.

±6~- It' wa:3 'stressed 'that countries'planning' censuses sliould make adequate provision

for publication-of -census' results,"1 as non-budgetary provision "for- tabulation "and : ■

publicati'oh'-had; created problems"format "least' one c'duntry'in the 'region. ' ' — '"

183-'" ThV-WbYld^Pertill:ty''Survey-(WFS):representative then introduced a' joiri'i: ECA/ ■■
ITNBSCO "M&iiual-on Demographic-Sample' Surveys"' in'Africa" (E/CNe14/CAS.7'/l7/R«v.2).

4v ■ In" the 'discussion" ■ which foilowed the "three" presentations;- many -del"elates

criti'c'ize'd the1 performance^ of'sonie" re^iohal^advisers and country e"ip3rts.' A number"'

of" delegate s theriti'one'd diTficu'rti-esy;arisihg-frbm di fferent'regibrinl advisers'1 giving '

contradictory advi'ceV "Vi'siting" United Nations missions did not "alvfays report" :i;he

true facts. An instance was given where a mission had not bothered to disc'uss" with

the local Statistics Department the status of preparations in connection with the

Census,'and y'et'Tiad reported that"'no work was; going on- In the"'Census OfficeTi 'The ■

quaii'ty of-experts also* le'ftJ-much to be desiredv In a number'of covritrios, the

experts had been'"rejected, after serving for a short period, r^ore experts"would' have

^oeen re jectedbut for' the fear'of a'couple of countries that rejection of an expert ■

vrould lead to a suspension' of 'UWFPA funding and" a consequent' dei:ay in' census- activi--

The inadequacy of counterpart resources was also'men^ionod. "' '
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:185,Reference was.made to census publicity or-education. One representative1 said

that ;hist country^neededcommuriications- expert to' help 'plan census education strategy.

■ -The^..representative- of.; the secretariat urged.countries"to make use of - local expeiHrBe

in-such fields,-as qoraiiiuntcati ons.. ■ ..Such ideal lexp'er.ts were available in a"-number of-"

countries in other^departments jvaubh as information-and community development. ■ '-; .
International experts should be recruited'oniy when h6 local personnel with -the"

relevant expertise,could;be found; ' .... . ■ ." '• •• :: '"''"

1§6«. The subject of .census cartography, was .extensively discussed.-1 It-wa's-pointed~

out-that census maps could be used ffor .other purposes1,' and that governments rsh6uld':-":

realise that providing funds for-census, cartography was. a useful investment;-'" - • ■■

187. Concerning the question of the creation of_ a separate, .census office,, it was

suggested that this might not be necessary in all countries. A case was instanced

where- the: Director of Stati:stics;had retained 'all 'executive powers'-in connection''

with both-the census and the .-other:1 statistical activities without- detriment.'to -:~

either, of his functions. : The representative of1 the secretariat repl-ied that the-

principal concern of the United:Nations was for a-"system which was .workable" rather

than for rigid guidelines on the.matter'. :In most-African countries,- alsitua'ti:on of

.-■•■.dual."responsibility-was unsatisfactory. and:a delegation of authority in certain'"

instances was idesirable. Such a delegation did not always-imply complete transfer'

of authority. .'■■.- ■ . ■ ■ _ • ■ '■ ' "'■ ■ ' ■ ■' ■

.1,8.8--. Seyeral representatives pointed outir^the importance of PisiSs.- Matching problems'

were, however, of serious concern. The secretariat representative made" reference to-

the studies conducted by the Kenyan Statistical Office on that subject and suggested

that;th©^ findings, mi'ght'be of interest; .to'countries which-, tiad' plans for a'P-^S* The

usefulness/o-f a PBJ3,, not only for eva'luating-coverage and content errors but also •

-for-obtaining-additional data, -was pointed out'.:7 The secretariat reported its'

intention- of-- formulating a questionnaire which might be suitable-for the- different

methods-.suggeste.d for the evaluation'of coverage.1 ••.'•'" ' . - ■ ■ . . ■■

189.: The .Conference also discussed several: issues related to "budgets for 'national ■

census operations at present, beings carried out .with 'the assistance of .UWPPA'.' ■The'

Conference; noted that many census budgets-had'originally been prepared in 1973" and,

as the repor.t of the,, fourth meeting-of the Consultative Group on the African Census

Programme ,(E/CN.r4/CAS.9/3;) indicated", the amounts provided were, in some -respects; ■"
no longer adequate. ■■::■. ' * "■ " '■"'

190. It was recalled'that during the fourth meeting of the Consultative Group UKFPA ■

had given assurances that it was willing to examine budget modifications in a' ^'

flexible manner in the light of available resources. The Conference hoped that

UKFPA would, maintain its positive attitude to the-need for additional ■external

assistance for census operations as a result of inflation and other developments. ' -

191.-In addition," representatives.of several countries, planning to carry out censuses

in I975;and:1976 p.ointed.out that UKFPAand the .United Nations must ensure that-np ' •

delays."occurred.;in,the.. release ..of funds. The-.Conference asked that UNPPA and the ■■.<•<•-

United-Nations Office-for Technical Co-operation should.be informed of the importance

attached- to; this point. In particular, In view, of the fact that a number-of

countries were to>carry out censuses in the first few .months of 1976,'therConference

considered that means must be found to avoid delays in the allocation and1the release

of funds which sometimes occurred at the start of a new budgetary year.
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192'.;-In response.to a question ab-out the limitations imposed by the United Nations on

; the ; use-.of .technical-, assasitance.funds-for'purchases, on.-the.-aocal?market;,''the- repro-

aen-tAtive- ;of: the United -Nations- Statistical- Office indicated" that there'were usually

definite..advantages/iri>.central purchasing by the United Nations-in terms'of prices
paid. .As a, re suit, .the-.techni-cal.-assistahce funds1 available*, to each country'would

go further :if countries could adequately anticipate-their nepdsfor commodities and

equipment, so that they could make fullest possible'use ofithat^feature of United

Nations technical assistance. However, the United Nations recognized that in

certain :circura3tances -local ^purchasing., was essential- for the success -of the project,

and -sof md ght. authorize *m'ore.-.purchases. on the 1 ocal "market than; normally'permi tted:

The basie issue was a-trade-off:,between^speed-of delivery and cost/?-v:- ' ■■ ■

(li) ' 1980 World-Population and- Housing- Census Programme • -■■ ■ •■'>■• 'T v. •

193-.A Tepresentativej.of the -'secre-taraat informed the-Conference' about preparations'
for the^l98O;Worl-d ^ppulation.-arid.Housing ■Census; -Programme. The Conference was" ' "
retninded:tb:.at for the "purpose s-of .population and housing censuses,': the" 1970'census

decade; ran :from::a965 to-197 4.,and-the- 198.O; census decade -would run from-1975 :to 1984.
Administrative ^authority for.:--tHe- a980.-Worl"d P.rogramme-derived from £iconorai:c and

Social Council-'resolution 1947'-(^L'VII:I1)'' In that, resolution, which .ha'd driginally been
recommende.d by- the Statistical;.Commission 7at its eighteenth session, the-Council
had requested the Secretary General to make all necessary preparations, -wi'th the-

co-operation of the relevant United Nations organizations and specialized agencies,

with- a'.-yiew to e;ht;ouraging'aTid,.aRsisting 'Member States to plan and carry out improved

censuses^ between 1"97'5* arid "198.4-v ■« - ;,■ • :'. > .-.* •■ .- .-•-. '. ■ r • - - - . , ..

194. In .line;- with a decision1.' of-' the Stati-stical -(TommisMony .the" regional commissions"

woul-d be /taking the lead in -'developing".■recommendatio'nS' for' topics- to "be covered in

their respective regions, while-the. United Nations ^Statistical- Office would undertake

the .compilation and'analysis, of■ material relating-to1:-the oiganisationj timing/ ■ •
staffing and costs of various national- census 'bpera;;tioh'sv.'.- Accordingly, ■ ECA had been'-

asked to seek from its member States proposals fcr changes in the 1970 recommendations

developed for. the. African-region,-and to- organize, a forking-' group in-1977 to discuss

those.'national"proposals :and make recommendations, foivchahges in either the African

or;. .wor I'd recommendations c -A progress report oh "that preparatory -work'would be ' ' •■

subniD-"A;.-6ed-:-toL*^he Statistical Commission at its nineteenth session-in 1976;^'On-tne
basis- of -the •recommendations bf^-the various regionsy the' studies-undextakeA by--the -

United Nations Statistical Office on the organizational aspects of-- populations and

housing censuses and the recommendations of an interregional working group, final

world recommendations would-be submitted-to the. Statistical Commission" at i'ts
twentieth .session* '•■■■■■.- ■ ■ .- - ■'.._.■ ■_■ , ■ . ,-v ■ ' : ■■; . •..-■■■■.. .- : ■■;.■■■ ■.-;.-.■■ ■

The'Conference tharikedTitha secretariat, representative1 for' his^repbrt.- It -

consd;dered,that-.work should proc.eed'as:prbposedc ■ Recalling^ its earli'er' discussibhsj'"

the Conference placed particular emphasis on the need to train African statisticians

in the organisational aspects..of-:populatibri:-and housing'censuses-.arid:.-the need for ■

adequate'cartographic preparations^.-^In response to a question about whether a: •
country/participating1 in the African-Census Programme-'could'alsoparticipate in the ■

1-980 World Programme, the Conference was" reminded that ;the timing'of national censuses
was up to each country. Generally countries with"a-well-established tradition"of

census'taking.carried out a population and housing census once every 10 years or

once- every 5 years. ' . ".-'*■'■' " -■ ■ . /;- - ' ■
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196.-The Conference noted/that it ..had already discussed^ "the interim'policy guidelines
for" the 1^80 census .round issued by UtfFPA under agenda item 5(b) .

(b) ,- Household-, surveys Programme.- - -..,■■■• . ■ ..:.,-..

197. The Conference had bex"ore it the following documents:

,_.; -.Report of the Working-Group on Methodology, Organization'and Content of ■ >-

Household,Surveys (ii/CN.14/CA3.?/2). 5 . - ■ ■ " -"".,..

African. Household Surveys Programme: Proposal, for evolving a post-census

Programme' of integrated demographic, social and''related economic ' statistics "

through household surveys (E/CN:i4/CAS.9/5 and CorV.l); and '■■ ' ■*" '' '■

' ,r,_;;iiiBt of household data requirements (J3/CN.14/CAS.9/IO) . ■"

198* At its eighth session in 1973? the Conference had examined a preliminary- ..-
proposal for the programme and had formulated the relevant objectives and strategy.

It requested the organization of,.-a -working' group to specify programme .details. .

199. A representative ,o£ the secretariat reported on the activities,of .the working,
group, ;which..-had,-met.,in-Bop.tenber 1-974. ;He.-noted- that a comprehensive programme-

Proposal Kad-been. prepared-early in 1975 incorporating the recommendations-for-the--

working group«' It placed considerable emphasis on demographic statistics, and

might need some further revision to stress the importance of household economic data.

200 . The,-secretariat .representative also reported, on the, follow-up action .taken with

respect -to. hous^bol.d data requirements. The results of inter-agency consultations,

had been presented.in the form of a check-list-of items-(;jj/CN«14/CAS.9/lO) in which
possible;,;sub:ject, combinations had been suggested on the basis,of similarities in

sample size arid design. . A qommon set of-core-questions -had bee.n compiled to serve

as a link between different survey rounds, "Discussions with the United Nations

Statistical-. Office .on. :the classification-of- household transactions were, sti-11 -in
progress* .; ; -t-.' , .. ...;._ . ■ , . .■-.. ■

201. With regard to tlie financing of the programme, the secretariat .indicated that,
although UNFPA had provided funds for the working group, it might not be able to

participate^sxtensive-ly- in., the implementation ;of the> proposals. However, a-modesf -

le.yP:lv9.if'-.i^uPPor't..:f:rqtn tfNFPA.might still be forthcoming. There were also -problems ■ ■
arising-from the,. ;sizer..and-duration- of the programme in spite of the-keen interest

shown by a number of other agencies., For these reasons a two-year-preparatory -.

project had been proposed for incorporation in the second UNDP inter-country

programme for African.(197-7-l;98l;) <■ Conti-nued effor-ts were "also--being made to-obtain,
support..from.other.-international'and bilateral .;sources as.-soon as possible.. The- ■ ■

secretariat _su_g"gested--tha-.t.:the. position .would be improved if individual countries■'■•

could,;specif-y \their re.quireme.nts for advisory services, and-help in developing

Buryey:ycapabil4tie.s through the normal channels for requesting- technical and other— -,
assistance. ■ , ■. ■ ... . . ■
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202. The importance of developing household survey capabilities had been stressed

at-Ta-huiBb'ervof-previ'ou3'meetings, including' the World Population Conference* as a*.

means of correcting the lack' of esse.ntial/'datav. .However,'. countrie s- still-had to ■ ■

take the initiative in specifying- their o*m requirements. It was also necessary

to indicate sp3cial subject fields in which regi6nal...advi,sbry.'serv.ic;es,..would be

required in addition to a sample survey organization.

203. The Conference 3trongly reaffirmed its support for the Programme, which would

make an important contribution to statistical development in the. region." Discussion

on a number of questions arising from the working documents is summarized'below.

204- Itvwas.noted-that the list .of household data requirements would-need .some

adaptation* for''use''in rural areas., .Definitions of, the, various items .would-also
need to be given, although they would remain consistent with international standards.

Topics needing special attention were cultural activities arid services."" Doubts-were

expressed about the usefulness of including too many inputsd values, e.g. the cost,

of owner-occupied' dwellings'. ' ■ T- ■ ' ■ . ■ ■■ -."'."*'

205. It-was-explained that'the'phasing' of the programme' incorporated in-'document '"

E/CN.14/CASo9/fi was based on an assessment of probable developments in individual

countries^ However," it'did not'im'ply any constraint 'on1- participation in'tne--' ■"■ "*' -

programme ;-.•*■ I-1 wa's also'-nO^cL^-that some countries which had already established -.

permanent-field'survey organizations "might need other kinds'of assistance in addition

to regional'.advisory services. ■ ■ '■ . ■• , . -"■

206, In reply to a question about the length of the four-year survey cycle it was

explained-that th'3 1974""working group had examined that matter in detail/' .'earing ■

in riiVidr that-■s'dme "survey rounds'~would require only single visits to1 ultimate-stage" ■

households, ''it was-felt that 'all- subjects could:be covered within the period <'■_*<■■
suggested'.'."The", importance'-'of preliminary enumerations as a means of establ'ishi'ng .'•>'.

satisfactory -frames for' household selection was also stressed. - '■ ::- :'■,/■■-'•.'..''

201 ■ The use of core <3u*=s_ti-one for-the pu'rposs of integrating' the'- results' of •-: T-:; '.-"••.
different survey rounds was examined. The suggestions made in document ;,-'• ■■,.-:- '■■

E/CN.14/CAS.9/1O provided a useful starting points "out further improvements would .

need'-to be'-deveioped.'- ■ ..'•"_ •'-■.*'•■ ' ' ; ' .% ^*V';'.'

20 "8.: '.T-ne'- Conference welcomed- a secretariat proposal" to supply draft- questionnaires.'.-

for surveys "in1 the various-'subject-fields, but pointed out that full- standardization -
would "nof.'be" feasiblW in- view * of the ■■"cultural, social" and economic differences _• ; ■ ■

between countries of- -the\region-.' ■ '■ ' . . " " '. '

2O9.>'-Because'of: the complexity "of the programme' the Conference believed-that :"■"■-."■

countries should aim'at ;re"cru-iting enumeration" stdff with 'good: educational -qualifiV

cations: ■ Th>: importance' of' training^ ■particularly for specialized :suryeys,! was; also '
stressed, -although it- was appreciated' that needs' in"'this respect wouldl-decline" as : '°

survey'-organi zati ons gairierd experience-', in addition, the" scope-of survey'operations''

would need to be geared to resources available in individual countries. ■' r ■
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210. The representative of UN/jSCO, responding to questions, described the. interest

of .his-Organization-in statistics relating to cultural.activities, and ^agreed that-

adaptations would be needed In" the light- of local ..traditions. While UNESCO-could .,

give some advisory" assistance in respect-of specialized' surveys of various kinds,

financing would normally have^to-be arranged through country'programmes.-. •-

;,-Incorporation of fertility surveys as a-module in the programme cycle %was also

discu;ssedv duch an,-arrangement wa's considered -fully feasible, but the WFS. •/-
representative pointed out that budgetary ■constraints, would iprevent the entry of

additional participating countries before 1977. ••'■■■■ . ■

212. Reference was made to :the disadvantages of- mul.ti-subject surveys,. andr< i t was

agreed that that problem would-not. affect-'-the. development of household1 survey

capabilities along the lines suggested. The essential concept was the-use' of- multi-

subject:programmes of surveys in-which, sub ject groupings would be used-only-when .

sample-sizes- and designs' were compatible'. ■

213. Reviewing the discussion, the" secretariat representative reiterated -the need;

for.T countries to specify their > individual -'requirements in order 'to establish a firm

basis-for financial and organizational arrangements.

0 " ( c.): * Special social statistics considerations

214. A paper entitled "Elements of a strategy paper on improving social statistics)-
for developing countries" (:3/CN.14/CAS.9/21) was introduced by the representative of
the United Nations Statistical Office- For the purposes of the paper the main

components of social statistics had been considered .to/be health./nutrition, housing,

education and training, culture and communications, provision uf water, and social

welfare. There would, of course> be an overlap, with some"areas of eocnomio statistics

(for example, income distribution) as well as with demographic statistics.

215* It was noted that, in the region;-most statistical work at the. national level
in social statistics was carried out- iri\the various ministries concerned and was ■

largely basf-d oh statistics derived'from'administrative records. As'a result, the ■
development of social statistics had proceeded in a very haphazard and unco-ordinated
way. The Conference was also reminded jth.a"t...AJt. had; discussed the System of Social •>'

and Demographic Statistics Xs.SpS;). at leng_th. .at.i.ts eighth .session.

21'6v:-Subsequently, the topic had been-discussed by the Statistical Commission at its
eighteenth--'session.-' Two different lines of work had been approved by the Commission.

First, a meeting of experts was to be convened to consider a consultants' paper on
the relevance-and. .feasibility of adapting the full version of the 3SDS to meet the

needs-of-developing countries. Second, it had been- decided that a strategy paper "

should be prepared dealing with practical steps for improving social statistics in
developing countries. ' ■ _ _■ . '

217- The-Conference was asked to comment on the outline of tho proposed strategy paper

given in Part II of. E/CN.14/CAS.9/21, theissues for discussion (drawn from a draft
UNICEF .document) presented in Par.t III and- the strategy matrix for international • ■
assistance in Part IV. . ".
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218. Representatives" of several speciali.z3d'.a£ericies also made- statements.. The
representative of MHO' described the-'results-, of a survey-of statistical activities

by mi-rii'stries of health--in A'frica, as'well as WHO activities in support of '-" ■■

stati'st'icsV-1 ■ The representative of tTHliSCO described the-;contri-buti6n o'f his .-._•
Organization 'to1 some subsystems of- SSBS,"-outlined recent developments- in'the ' >■-■

International Standard Classification of .Education (iSCiiD), and described some of
the" relevant UNESCO 'assistance- activities in the-African region. The .representative

of ILO described some of ILO's-activities aimed1 at improving basic statistics- iir

the region-,"* and stressed the. heed for.co-orcLination and harmonization among the-'v ;■''

various branches of social statistics.1.- '■ '•' : ■ :

219 . ThV Conference agreed that co-ordination and harmonization were essential

steps irivthe- improvement of social 'statistics' in the- region. It was" suggested.:"•■
■that-.considerable thought^ should5 be given to -the' machinery for. achieving the-'.:-.

necessary co-ordination. It was noted- that ?. since the household was-a' common. >'-

reporting unit for many types of social statistics;■ the African Household Surveys ■

Programme could play a very constructive role in improving and unifying social .

statistics. ' The; Conference had-rio objections to. the. draft outline presented'in ..

part. II 6f'E/CN.14/CASl9/21-.' Hbweverywith respect-to-the strategy matriz.-presented

in part IV, the Conference considered that it was- premature to specify technical

assistance needs until a programme of national activities in the area had been

developed further. In addition, during, the., course, of the discussion, .the. relevance

of some of the subsystems of the SSDS to the needs of developing countries was

questioned.- ■ ■ . ■ ■ ' ..-;.-.■

Programme of' work and'priorities ■

(a) ' Regional statistical publications-: -

2?0. Publications on external -trade statistics had already been dealt with under

item 7(a).. Introducing the sub-item, a representative of the secretariat drew'. ■■'

attentionto the section in document i;/CN.14/CAS. 9/9 which reviewed-the regular -
publications through which ECA provided'stat.istical-and economic information. ; .

221. The latest^issue of the Statistical Newsletter had appeared in March 1975-
The Statistical and-Economic-Information Bulletin ifor Africa;; in additionyto. -■." h -

disseminating the results of statistical studies carried out by ECA, could also be
used, to provide technical information^ on,, for example, the. African Census Programme-.

. pr}the Household Surveys Programme,. Four issues had appeared since the last session

of ■■■the. Conference^ It had. been .noted that certain articles- from national-publica

tions,,Lor-summaries of them, could also be published in.the Bulletin,, and that it-. -

was- for countries to forwards to iiiGA- the .documentation required for that purpose.. . -.

222. The African Census Programme Newsletter furnished news on the African^Census

Programme: 14 issues had appeared to date. Following' delays in preparation and

publication due.-to many, changes-in., the 'staff.on .the Programme., ithad been decided

to ke;?p a. periodic, rather., than regular, schedule.. f6r_Vthe' Newsletter .and, as

necessary, to incorporate; contributions in,the Statistical-and Economic. Information

Bulletin for Africa. ■ ■
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223. In the case of African Statistical Yearbook s new data on output, trade and

prices of certain important agricultural -a^i^hduatriai-'p'r-oducts- wou-1-d-be included

in the, 1975 issue in order to. meet the needs for statistical information ,in the^

content of the new international economic brcter. As;in'th;e!":pabty'contributions' ''"

from countries were being sought for the prepar&trbn of >the">l1975 edition, ■which

would if possible contain data up. .to 1974. .It w_as hoped that completed tab^s

.would reach. ECA' before the' end [of, ^oyember.'i^^.j' contributing' .co:untr,ies^were, "_' '

'thanked for their kind: co-operation. It' was" felt that 'a new policy' should'fee ' 'v
adopted for the future in respect of missing data: the gaps could be filled by

using, estimates, as was. done in national, accounts. . , .;. _, .. .,. .,.

.224* A,revised version of the Bibliography of African Statistical Publications

had been prepared', .and had been "subrqijtted "to" the Conference (E/CN.14/CA3.9/22).

2*2:5>v'A ^survey' had been organized at the "beginning of 1975 in order to' improve and

up-date: the 'African;,Direotory;. of Statistician's-.i .Thirty countries, and-.three "inter

national organizations had participated fully or partially in :the survey. The ECA

secretariat had been obligednto use. information .available to it to try to fill the

gaps'." "It "was" indicated that/1 de'spite its shortcomings, Jthe" new version' which had

just been issued included marked .i'^proy^Ojen'ts compared '\ri.th previous, editions. It
was hoped that it would be p'ossible" for the'file of statisticians prepared within

the secretariat as a result of the survey to be supplemented and'up-dat'ed with the

affe'c^-ive ■participation of >all the countrlesr and international organizations

concerned'. . . ■ ...■..-.,

226. The discussions of this, sub^itern focused- on the African Directory-of

Statistscianso First it was asked why the title "African Directory" had been used.

The -secretariat".'representative pointed' 'out that it was1, desirable-to inci'uUe.v.ijh ..that

publication foreign" statisticians .working in-'Africa where .^hey were .contributing.;.to

the development of statistics in the region.. It vras agreeu.. tha-t:'such an explanation

should be given in a note in future issues, but that the title of the Directory

should be 'change"d to "Directory of African Statist cVans";. . - i ■ . .■. '"■ .,.' f

227t-1Th'e' Conference staressed that 'confusi;on.,.arose from the fact that foreign experts

\ we're-included^tn' the-lists; by country..-'It-'was indicated that the essential aim was

to.'make an" "inventory of African stati sticians; and that it was: appropriate to draw

up' a- separate list, for non-Africah3,' classifying them /by' country of origin in :•■: .

addition to country of assignment. The suggestion was made that experts who had -■

worked in an African country during the last two years preceding the survey aimed

at. updating-the: Directory should be listed in the -revised Directory, since i't^'was

a two-yearly publication. 'Finally, however, it was agreed that'only those experts

working at ,the time of the survey should be included in the.country lists.
»'.' .■_......;■■ .' ■' ■ ■ ' . . . . ■■ •. ' '..:''

228. Finally, the representatives exchanged'views on the way to enumerate African

statisticians', who had left'their country. It was noted.-that countries themselves

should assume responsibility in that matter, since they were supposed, to know what

^had become of. their statisticians, possibly with the help .of agencies employing them.

■ :■!■■•
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. ' Programme of'work for'the "period 1976-1979 ■ .. .;' . "._.'_" !., "', '

229. .The. Conference' considered the programme of work for .the period 1976-197,9»...

presented ;'in '-document. K/Cn\i4/CAS.. 9/6Y ' ' .. ' ... ;'

230. With, regard to technical assistance 'activities, it was' note^d that the V '.'[ '

recruftmerLt, of an additional regional adviser in national accounts had already B'e'en

suggested.'1'^.'. ,. ... " ' . ". " .,. .. . .'. .

231. The following modifications with respect to technical meetings "were recommended:

■;(-a).;: A'working:.group -on ■ data- prqees sing1- -shou-ld "be'included in the programme if

' funds could be made available. Alternatively, the projecV could be

implemented in the form of a newsletter or a special secretariat report;

:(!b)■ /-A. second seminar on external transactions'- should be-.organized in 1978) '

\Z? ,■ . .again subject' to. availability of funds; ■ - ■ ■ . • . ■•-■■■ ■ ■

. ( c) The seminar on the revi'sed United Nations System Jof National Accounts

/ ' "' '.scheduled for 1976' 'should be cancelled. Countries would, instead be.

.....". "invited to provi'd'e 'Vritten .comments on the draft manual on national

, " /. ' aqcounts; .... . . . . . . ■

(d) The training courses on the revised United Natipns- System of National. ■

Accounts in 1976 and 1977 should be retained in the programme, but-.could

oe deleted later if similar projects were mounted at the Centre for

Advanced Training of Statisticians in Munich.•' . ■ ■

232. The■Conference agreed that the integration of statistical studies' in the--more

general project for developing-, a regional economic and social data base should'be

left-, to the secr.eta.riat, ■. . ■ " ..- .-. - ■ ■"-.'•'

233. Concerning the African .Census. Programme", .a.representative of the secretariat

described changes in the regional advisory establishment of the Programme which

nri.-gh.t become inevitable unless-Ul^IFBAiincreased its proposed level- of' support for

the Programme f.or 1976-1977.. At-:presen.t, financial provision had been-made for only

five out sof:.- the original establishment of" seven. The same budgetary, difficulties

had necessitated the following modifications in,-the' work programme'of the-.African-.

Census rProgramme: '■-■•; ' . . -. ... - ■ ■ ,

(a) The working group on evaluation of the- 1970 World Population- and'Housing

. - ■ Census Programme in.African1; countries (1976) had been cancelled

(b) ' The Consultative Group'Meetings on' the African Census Programme' (1976,
197J) had also been cancelled

..■- (c) ■ The African Census?.Programme Experts ,Meetings (1976, 1977). would no
, .■■ . • ■ ■ longer. be■: held-.'-.-;. . . ■■ .- ■.-.-. ■ . ■ :

"'( d) Study tours (1976, 1977) should be transfsrired from the regional programme
to the country programmes of the prospective participants

(e) The training course on the utilization of census development planning

(1976) had been deleted
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(f) The working group on recommendations for the 1980 round of population
and housing censuses in Africa (1977) would be held only if enough
savings were made in the approved 1977 budget.

234. The Conference agreed that the secretariat should make a provisional proposal
for the extension of all aspects of the work programme through the period 198O-I981.
Those arrangements would be reviewed at the Conference1s next session.

Other matters :

235. In reply to a question, the secretariat*reported that appropriate action had
been taken with respect to the Conference Committee established at the eighth session
of the Conference (E/CN.14/61I, paragraph 288). However, Mr Sanogoh (Upper Volta)
had been the only member available, all others having- moved to new assignments out
side the field of statistics.

236. It was noted that there had been no developments with respect to the Association
of African Statisticians and no communications had been received from its officers.

237. The Conference decided that its tenth session should be limited to a period of
one week, i.e. 5J working days. Although a broad review of statistical activities
would need to be undertaken, the principal discussions would concentrate on topics
of special importance. The details of the agenda would be established within the
following framework:

1. Opening

2. Election of the Chairman, Vioa-Chairman and Rapporteur

3- Adoption of the agenda

4. Matters arising from the ninth session of the Conference

5* Statistical organization and training

6. National accounts

7* General economic statistics

8. Demographic and social statistics

9. Programme of work and priorities

10. Adoption of the report.

238, The representative of Zaire proposed his country as the venue for the tenth
session of the Conference of African Statisticians. Zaire's offer was accepted by
the Conference.

Adoption of the report

239. A draft report was presented by the Rapporteur. After a number of revisions
had been made, the report was unanimously adopted by the Conference.
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